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ABSTRACT 

 With the purpose of understanding plausible reasons as to why Hispanics learners 

of Spanish, or heritage language learners (HLL), tend to obtain lower grades than their 

non-Hispanic counterparts (L2) in the same courses, forty-four students of Spanish (17 

HLLs and 27 L2s) provided written production once a week for a period of six weeks. 

The data collected was analyzed in terms of error frequency in two main areas: 

orthography and morphology. The hypothesis proposed was that HLLs would have 

poorer orthographic performance than L2s given the informal aural input they have 

received at home before learning the language formally in an academic setting. 

Conversely, given the more complex nature of language morphology, which is believed 

to be acquired through long periods of time, HLLs, regardless of the informal context in 

their Spanish learning should show a more mature set of morphological constructions. 

 Within the HL group, I looked at the correspondence between the orthographic 

and morphological performance of HLLs to the generation to which they belong. 

Although, the correspondence was not in the direction expected, there seems to be a 

correspondence in the opposite direction. The further away from the first generation the 

better orthographic and written performance HLs showed. One third generation HLL had 

fewer errors than first generation speakers. This tendency suggests that the term 

“heritage” has a referential value that goes beyond the linguistic realm.  

 When comparing the written performance of the two groups, results did not show 

radical differences: orthographically L2s had fewer errors by 7% and morphologically 

HLLs had fewer errors by 14%. These results, however, to suggest that there is a 

difference in the Spanish competence of the two populations of learners that imply their 
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learning of Spanish involve different needs, which should be considered for Spanish 

course design and curricula. The goals of this research is to point out that the teaching of 

Spanish as an HL should not be viewed as the teaching of Spanish as an L2.  
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“If we want to maintain and develop heritage languages, we should try to understand 

why they are lost.  There are significant barriers to heritage language development . . . 

Poor heritage language teaching programs can be dealt with when we set up heritage 

classes that provide the input students need in a non-threatening environment” 

 

(Stephen Krashen) 
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PREFACE 

Being a native speaker of Spanish and having lived and learned English in 

the United States, I returned to South America to pursue an undergraduate degree in 

Modern Languages, which involved a large number of English courses. When 

studying there, I was part of a minority who had learned English in the U.S. as a 

second language.  Ironically, my fluency in English at times seemed to be a 

limitation rather than an advantage—academically speaking. As contradictory as 

this may sound, I sensed that, because I was fluent in English, my instructors 

expected more from students such as myself than from those who had learned 

English as a foreign language in Latin America. It would appear as though these 

instructors evaluated us based on our ungrammaticalities rather than on our 

linguistic “accuracy”. I must highlight that this was my perception of my learning 

environment; not necessarily how the actual situation was, but I consider it worth 

mentioning because what this experience impressed upon me plays a relevant role in 

the writing of the present study.  Now, the table has turned and I teach Spanish in 

the U. S. to two different kinds of students: those who have an inherited connection 

to the target culture and those who do not, namely students of Hispanic and non-

Hispanic descent. I have frequently  made the assumption—perhaps like my English 

instructors might have done with me for having had the “advantage” of living in the 

U.S.—that my Hispanic students are at an advantageous position in the Spanish 

classroom over their non-Hispanic counterparts. To my surprise, however, this has 

repeatedly not been the case. Students with Hispanic backgrounds frequently 

struggle more academically when learning Spanish in the classroom setting and, 
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thus, have more difficulty in obtaining satisfactory grades than non-Hispanic 

learners of Spanish have.  George Blanco, in Español para hispanohablantes,  

concurs that this is a paradox many language instructors face:  Latino
1
 students do 

not attain the highest scores in Spanish courses, “[a]s a matter of fact, it is common 

for students whose native language is not Spanish to make better grades than their 

Spanish-speaking classmates” (6). The difficulties Hispanic students encounter 

repeatedly when assessed in the Spanish language classroom need to be addressed as 

a serious academic concern. This study aims to discuss possible reasons to this 

paradox.  Because Spanish pronunciation by Latino learners clearly tends to surpass 

that of non-Hispanics, my study discards oral data and focuses on written 

production.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 The terms Latino, Hispanic, and Spanish are used interchangeably in this study.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Scholarly materials related to the teaching of Spanish to Hispanic learners 

stem from the 1970’s (Colombi and Roca 6).  A good deal has been said about this 

subject, but, undoubtedly, much more remains to be developed.  Although we are 

now somewhat more familiar with the denotation heritage learner related to 

language acquisition than we were two or three decades ago, there are aspects of 

heritage language (HL) teaching (of Spanish and other languages) that still need to 

be understood and investigated (Valdés, Hispanic Bilingual 4).  One that I consider 

very important, for example, is the need to understand why Hispanic learners tend to 

receive lower grades than non-Hispanic students in the same learning environment. 

My study aims to analyze orthography and morphology from written production by 

Spanish learners both of Hispanic and non-Hispanic background to see how 

similarly or differently they perform in these areas. In so doing, I will consider how 

course design appeals to or disregards specific needs they may have.  I attempt to do 

this by comparing orthographic and morphological features in written data collected 

over a six-week period.  I consider orthography and morphology to be the most apt 

categories to show distinct patterns between these two groups of learners. I trust that 

this investigation will serve to create awareness for the need to re-examine Spanish 

courses targeted for Hispanics learners and to eliminate or reduce the stigma 

associated with the academic performance of Hispanic learners of Spanish in 

academic settings.  

Chapter 1 focuses on the theoretical framework of my study from the notion 

of heritage in language learning to broader aspects of HL acquisition and teaching 
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context in USA. The work of Silvina Montrul, Incomplete Acquisition in 

Bilingualism serves here to illustrate what may be involved in the learner’s 

language acquisition process. Because Hispanic learners have an ethnic connection 

to the target language, I also want to look at how generational ties reflect on their 

linguistic competence. Guadalupe Valdés’ bilingualism continuum plays an 

important part in this respect. Valdes’ continuum, although hypothetical, shows how 

a heritage language learner might evolve from a monolingual level in the immigrant 

language of the first generation through different stages of bilingualism until the 

immigrant tongue is completely lost by the newer generations. Participants in this 

study have varied generational connections to the target culture and not all fit 

exactly into Valdés’ illustration, but her hypothetical illustration is still very helpful 

to represent the evolution of Spanish orthography and morphology in these learners. 

Andrew Lynch’s compilation of nine principles regarding Spanish HL teaching in 

the U.S. plays a relevant role in my study as well. His principles are divided in four 

categories: 1) two principles   describe the ‘act of language acquisition’; 2) three 

principles portray the ‘process of language acquisition’; 3) one principle is 

connected to the phenomenon of ‘sociolinguistic recontact’, and 4) three principles 

involve the ‘macro-level issues of Spanish in the U.S. context’. All of these sets of 

principles are integral part in this study in various ways and for different purposes. 

The principles mentioned in numbers 1 and 2 were the foundation for the ethnic and 

linguistic questionnaire (Appendix D) completed by all participants. And all of them 

(1 through 4) served to contextualize the notion of HL instruction in the U.S. at the 

university level as well as to contrast it to the Spanish HL academic setting at 
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Temple University. Although the attitudinal/qualitative variables from in the 

questionnaire I designed are not used in developing the research findings, and are 

thus not a central part of your study, it was given to all participants to establish the 

context for the primary quantitative exploration of the different errors.  

   Chapter 2 focuses on implications involved in the teaching and learning 

context of Spanish courses with mixed population of learners, namely, students of  

Hispanic and non-Hispanic ethnicity. On the one hand, instructors may assume that 

Latino students have academic advantages in Spanish classes. On the other, 

Hispanic students may feel very insecure because they are aware of differences 

between the Spanish learned at home informally via oral input and other standard 

forms of Spanish taught in academic contexts. Similarly, due to HL learners’ (HLL) 

advanced oral performance, L2 students may feel intimidated by the oral speech of 

HL students in the same class.  

Chapter 3 provides a description of the method for the study. Forty-four 

students of Spanish at Temple University provided the data for the investigation. 

Seventeen were HLLs of Spanish and forty-seven non-Hispanics (L2s). All of them 

attended advanced Spanish classes of identical structure and taught by the same 

instructor. Data were collected once a week for six weeks. Each data collection was 

different in design with the intention of eliciting as much variety as possible in their 

production: fill-in-the-blank, dialogue, cartoon narrative, and paragraph. The written 

production of participants was analyzed and measured in terms of error frequency in 

two main areas: orthography and morphology with their respective subcategories.  

Chapter 4 provides the quantitative results of my investigation. These results  
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are the means by which I show orthographic and morphological patterns of both 

groups of participants in order to answer two central research questions: 1) Is there a 

direct correspondence between the orthographic and morphological performance of 

the HLLs in this study and the generation to which they belong? 2) Are there 

linguistic differences between the HLL and L2 bilingual participants in terms of 

orthography and morphology? If so, what are the most conspicuous differences? The 

first question requires sole focus on the HLLs’ performance to build a 

correspondence between their Spanish orthographic and morphological competence 

and the generation to which they belong, while the second compares the same 

linguistic aspects as means of comparison between the two groups of learners. The 

results drawn from my data analysis will have implications that may help shape the 

way Spanish teaching is conceived in general and from an HL perspective.   

 



 

CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Repeated unsuccessful performance by Spanish HLLs is, without a doubt, 

due in part to the lack of understanding of processes and theory involving HL 

acquisition. In one sense, this lack of understanding is observed by students 

registering in Spanish courses whose design is targeted to the acquisition of Spanish 

as an FL or L2. It is also connected to the fact that of Spanish curricular design 

often conceives language teaching as a canonical progression mostly targeting 

students who have had no contact with the target language other than that of formal 

instruction settings.   

While the issue of HL has been dealt with for almost three decades, John R. 

Gutiérrez states that still today educators do not seem to realize that students who 

are learning an HL have different needs than L2 learners and, thus, require an 

exclusive curricular design and pedagogical perspective (37). According to Valdés, 

“every day teachers of Spanish casually enroll heritage speakers in beginning 

Spanish classes for non-speakers in which the materials used have been designed for 

English-speaking students” (Pedagogical Implications 7).  Blanco sustains that the 

limited success for Hispanic HL students in Spanish courses is due to design and 

application of language programs that do not address the special needs of Spanish 

speakers (6). This chapter aims to focus on the notion of Spanish HL learning with 

the intention of distinguishing it from that of Spanish as a FL or L2. It also sets the 

general theoretical framework for my investigation.   
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1.1. Definition of Heritage Languages and Their Importance in the U.S.  

An HL is a language that is not spoken by the dominant culture of a specific  

country, but rather is used among family members or within minority groups.  

Although this phenomenon occurs in other countries, the U. S. is an interesting case 

since it has had a rich variety of HLLs (Spanish, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, etc.) 

(Fernández Ulloa, 232). There have been debates about whether HL teaching is 

beneficial or detrimental to its learners. SLA scholars such as Stephen Krashen 

suggest that their teaching should be supported and developed. In Heritage 

Language Development, Krashen, in accordance with studies done in the U.S., says 

that, as long as the development of the English language is not neglected, 

reinforcing the acquisition of HLLs is associated with advanced academic success 

(9). Krashen further adds in this respect that the education variable is far more 

important than the language variable (9). What I value about Krashen’s perspective 

in relation to HL acquisition is that he attributes accountability to the educational 

side of the language acquisition equation. This is a supportive insight to the idea 

that repeated poor academic performance by HLLs of Spanish should not be 

automatically attributed to HL students’ personal abilities to learn the ta rget 

language. They are likely the result of the way the education milieu and curricular 

design have been shaped.  

 

1.2. Spanish as an HL in the U.S. Educational Context 

There still exist various ways to refer to Hispanic students of Spanish in the 

U.S.   The terms bilingual and native learner have been used often interchangeably to  
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refer to a student who, at any educational level, studies a target language that one has 

learned or with which one has been in contact to a greater or lesser extent at home. 

This language, though, as mentioned above, is not official nor the most broadly used 

where the learner lives.  In spite of this, the terms bilingual or native might not 

convey an accurate meaning within the language acquisition/teaching field, which 

occupies us here. Andrew Lynch suggests that there are good reasons to use the 

designation heritage when referring to bilingual learners acquiring formal instruction 

of the language associated with home. This is because “HL” does not refer to the 

learners’ linguistic levels. The term heritage denotes cultural aspects instead and 

“should not invoke any lesser or greater degree of bilingual competence through 

classification such as ‘second’, ‘third,’ or ‘fourth’ generation” (Lynch 30).  Thus, the 

designation given to HL courses has referential value. So much so, that it “may result 

in learners being placed in classes in which the level is inappropriate to their actual 

linguistic abilities. In fact, the terms native and bilingual in HL course titles may 

serve as a discourager for Hispanic speakers considering enrolling in such courses” 

(Lynch, 30).  Villa and Villa found that HL speakers of Spanish at New Mexico State 

University frequently avoid Spanish for Native Speakers (SNS) courses because of 

what their titles connote.  These investigators point out: “Professionals may label 

certain students as ‘native speakers,’ while those students themselves may not share 

that vision of their language skills, and hence not identify with the label ‘nat ive 

speaker’ ” (qtd. in Lynch 30).  Such findings have justified the need for the marker 

heritage in the teaching of Spanish to Hispanic speakers. In sum, “heritage” is not 

simply an alternate name for the teaching of a language for which students share the  
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target culture, but is a necessary notion in applied linguistics.  

 

1.3. Implications of HL Theory for This Study 

I have already implied that Spanish HL teaching has been treated mostly as 

the teaching of Spanish as an L2. I have also suggested that this is partly a reason 

that may explain the poor academic performance of numerous HLLs of Spanish in 

American universities classrooms. Creating further awareness of the factors 

involved in HL acquisition can lead to a greater possibility of providing students 

with a more suitable teaching context with realistic expectations, objectives, and 

goals. The contributions presented in this section elucidate practical ways of 

perceiving HL teaching by comparing or contrasting it to similar, yet distinctive, 

language acquisition progressions. The work of Montrul is very valuable in this 

respect. For example, she maintains that Spanish HL teaching and learning is not 

equal to teaching and learning Spanish as an L2. Therefore, in a Spanish class with 

HL and L2 students, although the input given may be identical, it is assimilated 

differently due to diverging contextual exposure each group has had with the target 

language outside of the classroom. Montrul suggests, for example, that one possible 

way of characterizing internal learning processes in a teaching environment as the 

one just described is by indicating that L2 learners of Spanish go through a similar 

process to that of children learning their L1 since they do not have prior linguistic 

knowledge. On the other hand, HLLs learn their HL in the same way that adults 

learn L2 because they “start the L2 acquisition process after their L1 is fully in 

place” (27). Montrul’s indications about the HL learning process bring to mind the 
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U-shaped sequence of learning proposed by Baliga, Case, Merkle, and Stephan in 

their article “Unlearning Helps”. My use of the U-shaped learning sequence notion 

is not the one exclusively used in applied linguistics where a language chunk that is at 

first used correctly, then is broken down and used incorrectly and finally is followed by a 

more sophisticated re-acquisition of the original form
2
. Although there are clear parallels 

to this conception of learning sequence and my study, since I am not looking at the 

progression in the acquisition of specific structures, but rather at a concrete stationary 

point in the participants’ learning trajectory, I use it, rather, from a more general 

perspective as an accurate way to describe the progression that the HL teaching 

context in U.S. imposes on HLLs. The phases involved in this U-shaped sequence 

are learning, unlearning, and relearning.  The main question these authors pose is 

whether such learning sequence is innate or developed, but what is relevant to my 

study is that they maintain that there are indeed cases for which successful learning 

requires the three step U-shaped sequence (844-5). Standards of Spanish that HLLs 

learn in an informal setting, before coming in contact with other standard variations 

of Spanish taught at an academic level, push them to unlearn structures that are 

considered ungrammatical in the latter to then try to relearn the “appropriate” forms. 

Lack of success in this process could then be interpreted by means of Montrul’s 

concept of incomplete language acquisition. In other words, if a HLL grew up in an 

environment where the HL is the main language of communication, he/she was 

                                                           
2
 The traditional way applied linguistics looks at U-shaped linguistic learning refers to acquisition 

processes that are not linear but that show backsliding features when new forms are introduced, following 

the learning of more complex forms. More information about this concept can be found in the work of 

Kellerman published in 1985. 
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initially learning Spanish as an L1 at home. However, as the exposure to English 

becomes greater than that of the HL progressively in adolescence and adulthood, HL 

becomes an incomplete L1 (Montrul 27).  

In relation to HLLs, Valdés illustrates the impact generational influence may 

have on the individual’s HL proficiency.  Her continuum hypothetically shows how 

an HL evolves through generations.  The continuum begins from a monolingual 

level in the immigrant language by the first generation through different stages of 

bilingualism until the immigrant tongue is completely lost by the newer generations 

(see Figure 1). 

A  Ab   Ab    Ab  Ab  Ab  Ab  aB   Ba  Ba   Ba  Ba    Ba    Ba    Ba    B 

                                                                                                              

 

1
st
 Generation    2

nd
 Generation    3

rd
 Generation        4

th
 Generation              

     Speaker                        Speaker          Speaker         Speaker 

 

Figure 1. Heritage Speakers Bilingualism Continuum by Guadalupe Valdés 

 

In Figure 1, A is interpreted as someone newly arrived in the United States.   

This first generation immigrant understands little English and knows few words and 

phrases. The next element from left to right in the continuum, Ab, represents the 

same individual after several months or a few years of residence in the US.  Now, 

he/she knows enough English as to make himself/herself understood to take care of 

essential needs. The third representation, Ab, depicts the phase in which the same 

individual is now able to function effectively in the work domain although he/she 

might still experience some frustration for not being able to communicate fully in 

English.  This person will prefer to use the immigrant language in any context in 

which English is not needed (Valdés, Bilingualism 16). The second generation is 
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represented as Ab.  It corresponds to an American by birth who at preschool age 

acquires the immigrant language first.  Then, he/she is gradually exposed to English 

more and more as English is the language in which children are schooled.  Very 

likely, this individual is illiterate in the immigrant tongue.  He has now become a 

type Ab bilingual.  Once adulthood is reached, the individual uses English 

preponderantly although the parent’s language is still notably present (between 

phases six and seven—Ab or Ab—of Valdes’ continuum).  This bilingual speaker 

uses the immigrant language at home, but with certain vocabulary gaps (Valdés, 

Bilingualism 16). Subsequently, the third generation bilingual speaker acquires both 

English and the immigrant language simultaneously. Yet, English predominates 

since preschool—Ab. This speaker attains level aB at school age. Once adulthood 

is reached, the third generation bilingual skills can be represented as Ba or Ba; 

now, English has clearly gained ground in the speaker’s linguistic habits (Valdés, 

Bilingualism 16). Finally, the fourth generation’s level of bilingualism is  

represented between Ba and Ba during preschool age. As English becomes more 

and more commonly used, the speaker goes through phases Ba and Ba until 

reaching phase Ba through school age and finally, in adulthood, he/she has become 

completely monolingual—B—in English (Valdés, Bilingualism 16). 

 Although Valdés’ continuum is general in nature because it excludes specific 

linguistic features not quantifiable thereof, I find it instrumental to create an 

illustrative correspondence between the HLLs’ Spanish level, via orthographic and 

morphological features, and the family generation they represent. I will expose this 

in detail in chapter 4.   
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1.4. Andrew Lynch’s Principles in “Toward a Theory of Heritage Language 

Acquisition Spanish in the U.S.” 

 

  “Toward a Theory of Heritage Language Acquisition”, is an article by 

Andrew Lynch. This article is, in essence, a compilation of material regarding HL 

education in the American context via four categories of principles.  

They are illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

   

 

  Group 1              Group 2 

   

 

 

        

 

 

 

  Group 3                    Group 4 
        

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Figure 2. Andrew Lynch’s Principles Based on Comprehensive Literature on Spanish HL 

Teaching in the U.S. 
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Lynch compiled vast material on Spanish HL teaching in the U.S. by means 

of nine principles divided in four categories (see Figure 2). Group 1 describes two 

principles: the ‘act of language acquisition’ by intentional and incidental means. 

Group 2 includes three principles that portray the ‘process of language acquisition’; 

they are simplification, variability, and discourse. Group 3 is a principle connected 

to the phenomenon of ‘sociolinguistic recontact’. Finally, Group 4 refers to three 

principles involving the ‘macro-level issues of Spanish in the U.S. context from a 

utility, social relevance, and social identity standpoints. His contribution is used  in 

this study in various ways and with different purposes. All of these groups of 

principles served for the preparation of the ethnic and linguistic questionnaire 

(Appendix D) participants completed. In fact, Lynch’s article provides the premise 

for the selection of participants as well as of Spanish courses fitting for this 

investigation: 

These principles assume, based on a wealth of previous research on Spanish 

in the U.S., that (1) English is the language of more frequent everyday use 

among most Spanish HL speakers; (2) English is the socially “preferred” 

language of interaction among Spanish HL speakers; (3) most HL speakers 

do not insist that one must speak Spanish to be considered “Hispanic” or 

“Latino”; (4) English literacy and formal discourse skills of the majority of 

U.S.-born bilinguals are prescriptively superior to their Spanish skills. 

(Lynch 35-6) 
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1.4.1. Group 1: Two Principles Descriptive of the Act of Language 

Acquisition  

   1.4.1.1. The Purposeful (Intentional) Acquisition Principle   

According to this principle, HL speakers have more probabilities of 

developing their linguistic repertoire by purposefully seeking acquisition 

opportunities.  Such opportunities can be formal and informal. Examples of formal 

opportunities are learning at school or in work-related circumstances.  On the other 

hand, nonacademic opportunities would be “watching Spanish-language television 

programs, attending Spanish-language religious services, purposefully conversing in 

Spanish with other Spanish speakers, or something as simple as choosing the 

Spanish-language option to carry out a bank ATM transaction or reading product 

label/instructions printed in Spanish.” (Lynch 36). In short, learning the HL is a 

challenge that the learner assumes deliberately and consciously. The questionnaire 

poses questions to find the extent to which these students expose themselves to the 

target language (purposeful and incidental acquisition principles). There is a clear 

relation between these theoretical descriptions and its applicability in this study in 

that HL (as well as L2) learners who participated in this study have already fulfilled 

their mandatory language requirements and were voluntarily enrolled in their 

Spanish courses; in many cases, because they willingly decided to pursue either a 

minor or a major in Spanish. Therefore, Spanish instruction is not an “imposition” 

to them. The other important correlation between the purposeful acquisition 

principle and my study is concrete questions included in the questionnaire. For 

example, among many others, question 43: “When you carry out an ATM 
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transaction or read instructions on a package, what language do you normally 

select? Circle the most appropriate one. a) English, b) Spanish, c) o ther, d) it varies” 

(Appendix D). 

  

     1.4.1.2. The Incidental Acquisition Principle 

 This principle suggests that HLLs are likely to expand their linguistic 

repertoires by means of incidental experiences with the language (36).  Examples of 

circumstantial or incidental acquisition can be when the learner interacts with close 

friends or relatives who speak Spanish; this learner witnesses conversations between 

other Spanish speakers outside the home, or is put in the position where he/she has 

to converse with a Spanish-speaking immigrant, visitor, among others (Lynch 36). 

This form of HL learning is significantly dependent on the environment in which the 

learner is. At least nine questions of the questionnaire were inspired by this 

principle (Part I: questions # 3, 11, 14, 38, 48, 49, 51, and 57, and Part II: question 

#11, Appendix D). Question number 3 of the questionnaire; for example, asks: “Do 

you speak any language(s) other than English with family or friends?” Question 

number 11 says “Indicate all of the following that motivated your enrollment in this 

Spanish course:” Subjects were given the following options: 

  It fulfills my (undergraduate/graduate) graduation requirement. 

 

   It’s a recommended/required component of my intended major/minor. 

   It’s a useful supplementary skill for future career/employment. 

   I plan to minor/major in the language. 

   The language is part of my family heritage. 
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   I want to visit/live in a country where the language is spoken. 

   I want to learn the language for my own pleasure. 

   I’m interested in reading literature in the original language. 

   I need to learn the language to understand the culture (cinema, art, music, 

literature) of countries where it is spoken. 

   Spanish has become increasingly important in the United States. 

   I want to speak the language with native speakers I know.  

 

I included similar ideas in many other questions and with their corresponding options:  

 14) Indicate all of the following that would motivate you to continue with this 

 language . . . 38) Do you want to learn your family’s dialect or any other Spanish 

 dialect as long as you are able to communicate in Spanish? Circle the most 

 appropriate one . . . 48) What is the possible reason for your answer in question 

 number 47? Circle the most appropriate one  . . . 49) Do your family and you 

 speak Spanish at home? Circle the most appropriate one . . .  51) Apart from 

 school, where else do you intentionally speak or are in contact with Spanish or 

 Spanish speaking people? Circle the most appropriate one . . .  57) When you 

 are with friends or family, who speak both English and Spanish, what language do 

 you like to use? . . . (Appendix D, Part I) 

 In Appendix D (Part II), the question related to the incidental acquisition principle 

is number 11: “If you have had contact with Spanish outside of a school environment 

(e.g. family, friends, work, etc.), would you consider it is like the Spanish you are 

learning at the university? Why?” In sum, directly or indirectly, the incidental  
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principle inspired either the main questions presented above or subcategories and options  

provided within them. 

 

1.4.2. Group 2: Three Principles Related to the Process of Language 

Acquisition  

1.4.2.1. The Simplification Principle   

English is the dominant language for instruction and socialization of these 

Spanish HLLs (as well as L2s).  This means that for HLLs, English is or will 

eventually be the most common language used. With this in mind, the Spanish of 

HL students will forcefully present an array of simplifications of grammatical, 

lexical, and pragmatic nature that are not evident in their English (Silva-Corvalán, 

South West 205-29). The simplification principle brings to mind that a comparison 

should not be made between the academic discourse norms of Spanish HL speakers 

and those of L1 Spanish speakers who were educated principally in their native 

countries:  “This practice is as linguistically incorrect as it is socially unjust” 

(Lynch 37).  If a comparison of language competence must be made between HL 

and L2 students for educational purposes, it should be between learners of Spanish 

HL and advanced Spanish L2 learners in the United States (Lynch 36). Although I 

agree that teaching HL must not be conceived as L1, I disagree that the best 

comparison to Spanish HL learning is L2. In fact, I think this is what generates the 

paradox of HL students obtaining inferior grades than their L2 counterparts, which I 

mentioned in the introduction of this investigation. However, I find this principle 

valuable because it highlights some of the limitations HLLs face in the language 
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acquisition process and the need for the re-examination of Spanish HL curricular 

design, goals, and objectives.  

 

1.4.2.2. The Variability Principle                                                                                                                                                                               

The grammar and discourse of HL speakers is highly variable in nature; 

therefore, the most apt approach to HL development should aim to build upon this 

variability. Valdés and Geoffrion-Vinci support the idea that dialect and register 

issues are crucial for the HLL and that HL teachers must devote class time to tasks 

and explanations that build HLLs’ awareness of dialect and register variation (473-

501). According to this principle, HLLs should be able to have the possibility of 

language choice in the classroom. However, determining what variation of Spanish 

to teach is a big concern in HL teaching. There are two opposing philosophies in 

this respect, which range from completely puristic to completely dialectal. Teachers 

with a puristic view of language teaching consider standard Spanish as the only 

acceptable variable of Spanish in the classroom (59). On the other hand, instructors 

with a dialectal perspective implement and only accept and teach non-standard 

Spanish forms. Programs designed from a puristic standpoint attempt to eliminate 

dialectal language usages or to convert dialect speakers into speakers of standard 

Spanish. “These programs acknowledge the existence of the dialect but do not 

accord its status” (Garcia-Moya 59). The way in which this principle relates to my 

study is twofold. Part of its utility is found in the questionnaire (see questions # 38 

and 55 in appendix D), but what I find most interesting is the materialization of this 

theory in the lives of my own HLL students. Before I carried out this investigation 
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with a larger number of participants, I did a pilot project with two HLL case studies 

(Appendices I and II). These learners are Laura Hernández and Alicia Núñez 

(pseudonyms).  They were asked to write a composition that described their 

personal experience learning Spanish at the university level without eliciting any 

specific information. In her personal story, part of what Laura wrote is clearly an 

instance of what has been mentioned in this section about language selection in the 

HL classroom: “Me llamo Laura Hernández y soy puertorriqueña. Nací y fue criada 

en Nueva Jersey . . .  Mi familia bromea y dice que yo sueno como si fuera de otro 

país; muchos no entienden que yo aprendí el español en la escuela y por eso hablo 

diferente.”
3
 (Appendix A). Due to the many variations of Spanish, Laura’s 

testimony shows faithfully that Spanish taught formally in the classroom dissociates 

from the particular HL dialect they learn at home.  

 

1.4.2.3. The Discourse Principle 

According to McQuillan, Roca, and Valdés and Fallis, “HL pedagogy should 

emphasize grammatical and lexical development through discourse-level activities. 

Since their experience with the HL has been purely dialogic and socially discursive 

from the start, academic proficiency growth is most successful if a discourse-level 

focus is maintained” (Lynch 37).  Likewise, Colombi “demonstrated how syntactic 

and semantic complexity expands through discourse-level writing activities in a 

Spanish HL course characterized by a communicative, coconstructive teaching 

methodology” (qtd. in Lynch 38).  This principle relates to my study in that it was 

                                                           
3
 “My name is Laura Hernández and I am Puerto Rican. I was born and grew up in New Jersey . . .  My 

family makes fun of me and says that I sound as if I were from another country. Many of them don’t 

understand that I learned Spanish at school and that is why I speak different”. 
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an additional rationale for my decision to collect written data. The Spanish oral 

discourse of HL students is permeated with native-like features, which do not 

correspond to their grades because of their bi-level (oral speech vs. written 

language) compartmentalized competence. Therefore, oral performance is not a 

useful tool for explaining HLLs’ poor academic performance; written discourse is 

more reliable in this study to reveal problematic features in their Spanish 

proficiency.     

 

1.4.3. Principle Related to the Phenomenon of Sociolinguistic Recontact  

1.4.3.1. The Language Recontact Principle  

Recontact is self-explanatory; it refers to the HLLs reconnecting to the target 

culture by going beyond the HL exposure received at home and in the classroom. 

Examples of recontact are learning projects that involve community service, 

traveling to countries where the HL is spoken, and study abroad programs.  It is 

more likely that students will acquire the HL purposefully and incidentally if they 

have recontact with first-generation speakers. “Recontact is presently the social 

phenomenon which is most vital and favorable to future maintenance of Spanish 

among U.S.-born speakers.” (Lynch 39). The recontact principle also purports that 

HL instructors ought to put into practice activities that promote personal and 

professional recontact of HL speakers with Spanish-language social networks 

(Lynch 39). Connection between HL students ranging from second to fourth 

generations with Spanish L1s is a valuable resource in HL acquisi tion, especially 

when HLLs are purposefully studying their HL language and feel a special closeness 
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to it. The importance of the recontact principle is reflected in the sentiment 

expressed by Laura: “To me it is important to speak Spanish because since I was a 

little girl, I felt disconnected from my culture because I couldn’t speak the 

language” (Appendix I). The recontact principle, along with the contribution made 

by Laura, inspired other inquiries in the questionnaire; for example, in question 

number 13, I asked: “Do you plan to continue your study of Spanish in the future? . . . 

14. Indicate all of the following that would motivate you to continue with this language”
4
. 

The options given for question 14 are: “My grade,  My desire to make new friends,  My 

progress in the course,  I want to understand my family’s culture better, My enjoyment of 

the course,  The importance Spanish has gained through the years, The teacher” 

(Appendix D).  

  

  1.4.4. Group 4: Three Principles Related to Macro-level Issues of Spanish in 

the U.S. Context  

1.4.4.1. The Utility Principle  

Speakers would look for more opportunities to use the language if they 

considered it useful in their immediate and/or broader social context. Thus, it is 

more likely for learners to acquire the target language if they have both purposeful 

and incidental opportunities to do so. It has been suggested that HL teachers should 

incorporate activities that entail learners’ use of Spanish outside the classroom; such 

                                                           
4
 In a study carried out with 215 students at Temple University, Jonathan Holmquist found that when 

“questioned about the number of Spanish speakers they knew and the frequency of their use of Spanish 

outside the classroom [. . .] students at progressively higher levels of study are characterized by increasing 

contact with Spanish speakers” (35). These students in the higher levels of Spanish at Temple University, 

regardless of ethnicity, take such language courses by their own choice rather than to fulfill language 

requirements. 
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as learning projects with the community or family, chatting in cyberspace, and 

doing internships with companies that do business with Spanish speakers. 

“Educators must emphasize the advantage that Spanish-English bilinguals have in 

some career and professional paths, e.g., trade, sales, and marketing, human 

resources and management, health care, law, journalism, public social services, and 

the hotel and restaurant industry.” (Lynch 38). There are good examples, such as the 

state of Florida, where, frequently, Hispanic bilinguals have significantly higher 

income than monolingual Hispanics who only are able to communicate in English 

(Boswell Profile 5-6). Thus, apart from encouraging HLLs to study their HL 

because it is part of their culture, they should be reminded of additional motives to 

acquire Spanish. The social relevance principle, below, also involves other 

incentives for HLLs to improve their Spanish.  

 

1.4.4.2. The Social Relevance Principle   

 Within this principle, Lynch suggests that Spanish HL teachers must inform 

their HL students about the importance of Spanish in a global context. They need to 

know about the acknowledgment that Spanish is the second unofficial language of 

the U.S. with a foreseeable presence in years to come. They must acknowledge the 

practical and ideological contribution made by Spanish speakers in both public and 

private sectors, which has been so fundamental in the history of America. Students 

should be taught that Spanish is also “one of the world’s leading global languages in 

trade, commerce, and communication, and the world’s third most-spoken language 

after Mandarin Chinese and World English.” Therefore, it plays and important role 
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worldwide (Lynch 38-9). The more students realize that their HL is valuable and 

that it is culturally and historically rich, the more they will appreciate their ethnic 

roots and desire to improve their knowledge of their target culture and language.  

 

1.4.4.3. The Social Identity Principle  

HL instructors should inculcate a rightful impression of dignity related to 

Spanish both nationally and internationally.  When speakers associate one or more 

facets of their social identity with the language of their heritage regardless of 

whether the reasons are based on utility or social relevance, the likelihood of 

acquiring it purposefully becomes greater because they will be more predisposed to 

use it: 

With the consistently high immigration rates of young Spanish speakers in 

the U.S., and the expanding use of Spanish language in popular culture, the 

mass media, and the economy of the nation, HLLs will tend to identify the 

language less with an elderly generation or with “nostalgia for the 

homeland,” and more with a younger, socially and economically active 

element of the U.S. population. Indeed, Ramirez found that nearly 95 percent 

of Los Angeles HL youths included in his study placed high value on using 

Spanish to “make more friends”; 87 percent of HL youths from Miami 

emphasized that Spanish was valuable for making friends as did 86 percent 

of HL youths from the Bronx (New York) and 81 percent in Albuquerque. 

(Lynch 39) 
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If there is a personal and material advantage along with a cultural element, which 

the interested learner already possesses, then motivation to learn Spanish will 

certainly increase.  

  The principles related to the macro-level issues of Spanish in the  

American context are also closely connected to the design of questions included in  

the questionnaire (Appendix D). Some examples of these are questions 13 and 14, 

which are described in section 1.4.3.1.    

  The models and concepts exposed in this chapter play a role in this study by 

way of participant and course selection, description of HL teaching context, 

questionnaire and document design for data collection, and description of models 

that help to understand internal processes and contextual circumstances, which may 

be determining in the HL acquisition experience.  
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CHAPTER 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPANISH TEACHING CONTEXT OF HL AND L2 

PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY 

This chapter focuses on some of the implications involved in the Spanish 

teaching and learning context with HL and L2 students in the same classes. Any 

instructor of Spanish who has had mixed populations of students of typical Spanish 

courses (one that considers the four language skills as opposed to merely 

conversational Spanish classes) has surely been puzzled by contradictions found in 

their expectations of Hispanic students and their actual academic achievement. From 

a surface standpoint, some Spanish instructors might find this to be a stigma, 

characteristic of HLLs. However, in this chapter, I attempt to look at this 

phenomenon from a deeper perspective.  

Considering the social and demographic importance that the Spanish 

population has had in this country and the good number of Hispanic learners 

interested in learning their HL in academic settings, I am consonant w ith Lynch’s 

indication that “[t]hese individuals must be at the core—instead of the periphery—

of our endeavors. Rather than considering them as exception to the rule of Spanish 

loss in the U.S., we must look to them to guide us in elaborating the theoretical 

models, empirical research methodologies, and pedagogical principles of the ever -

changing situation of Spanish in this nation in the twenty-first century” (40). Given 

the central role HLLs have in my study and the novelty of HL acquisition theory, 

my study may very well open ground to the elaboration and development of HL 

literature. 
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Language competence is clearly contingent on exposure to the language. 

With this in mind, it seems logical to assume that in a Spanish class with students of 

both Hispanic and non-Hispanic background, the HLLs should achieve superior 

academic performance than their L2 classmates. Nevertheless, when it comes to 

Spanish HL teaching, there is often a conspicuous contradiction to such assumption. 

I think the clear and even systematic difference in the Spanish academic 

performance between Hispanic and non-Hispanic learners of Spanish is directly 

connected to the fact that the former have been in direct contact with variations of 

the target language at home. This contact explains HLLs’ native-like pronunciation, 

which L2 learners do not tend to have. Interestingly, however, advanced oral 

performance by HL students in mixed Spanish classes with L2 learners turns out to 

be counterproductive for both types of students. 

On one hand, HLLs’ native-like pronunciation may be detrimental for L2 

learners because it may make them feel insecure to participate actively in oral 

activities and conversation in class. In the questionnaire I designed, I asked students 

to indicate to what level they agreed or disagreed with the given statements. One of 

these statements was “[Do you] think Spanish classes should have different 

approaches depending on the students. That is, one approach should be given to 

Spanish students from Hispanic background and another to those who are non-

Hispanic” (Appendix D, Part I, question # 8). A L2 student wrote: “I do not like that 

heritage Spanish speakers are in the same classes as the non-heritage speakers 

because it makes us feel inferior and discourages us from participating in class since 

we can’t speak that well” (Appendix D, Part I, question # 8, Comments section). 
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This is an example of L2 students who feel intimidated by HLLs’ oral performance 

when they share the same Spanish class.  

On the other hand, the two levels of Spanish competence HLLs have are  

difficult to reconcile in academic assessment; their oral speech indicates superior 

competence, but their written language suggests lack thereof. These unique features 

at the two levels of HLLs’ Spanish competence lead instructors to make a priori 

erroneous assumptions. Later, such assumptions turn into disappointment when they 

observe HL written competence, which does not match with language standards that 

are acceptable in professional/formal settings; hence, there is a negative impact in 

their overall grades. The two HLL case studies used for the pilot of this 

investigation, Laura and Alicia, (Appendices I and II) describe how native-like 

pronunciation is a disadvantage when learning Spanish formally in an academic 

context. This is what Laura states in this respect:  

Decidí estudiar español en la universidad por razones prácticas y 

personales. Todavía tenía un problema con hablar porque el énfasis en todas 

mis clases era leer y escribir . . . Es extraño pero muchas veces no *se si 

quiero decir ¿cuándo *llegahte? o ¿cuándo llegaste? y también cosas como  

*etá mojao o está mojado.
5
 (Appendix A) 

Two aspects of this part of Laura’s testimony are relevant to my study. One is that 

she feels she had problems in class because she felt that greater emphasis was given 

to reading and writing than to oral performance. The other is that although being 

able to say *etá mojao o está mojado “It is wet”, shows a closer understanding to 

                                                           
5
 I decided to study Spanish in college for practical and personal reasons. I still had a problem with talking 

because the emphasis in all my classes was to read and write . . .  It is strange but often I do not know if I 

mean when *you arrived? or when did you arrive? and also things like *it wet or it is wet. 
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the target culture than that of a student who only knows the variant está mojado, to 

her, this broader knowledge is a disadvantage since it creates greater confusion due 

to her need to select from a broader repertoire.  Laura’s contribution allows us to 

see that students’ perception of their oral skills differs from that of their teachers. 

This indeed echoes the quotation in chapter 1 about what Villa and Villa found at 

New Mexico State University: “Professionals may label certain students as native 

speakers, while those students themselves may not share that vision of their 

language skills, and hence not identify with the label native speaker” (qtd. in Lynch 

30).  Alicia shares parallel insights:  

Al llegar a la universidad, se me hizo un poco difícil en las clases de español. 

Teníamos que hablar en español, pero siempre terminaba *hablado Spanglish. 

Ya es una costumbre difícil de dejar. Yo sabía leer y escribir en español, pero 

me comía todos los acentos. También se me hizo difícil entender *porque 

ciertas reglas se usaban. *Sabia una respuesta, pero no *sabia *porque. Al no 

aprender la lengua en la escuela siento que *pedí la oportunidad de entender 

mi lengua por completo.  

 . . . Lo mas cómico para *mi fue la palabra enchufe. Siempre decíamos 

*enchufle. Cuando vi esa palabra en el libro de una clase me acuerdo que dije, 

“esta palabra *esta mal escrita.” *Que sorpresa al enterarme que durante 

toda mi vida estuve diciendo esa palabra incorrectamente
6
. (Appendix B) 

                                                           
6 When I got to college, it was a bit difficult for me in the Spanish classes. We had to speak Spanish, but I 

always ended up talking Spanglish. It is a hard habit to break. I could read and write in Spanish, but I 

omitted all the accents. It was also difficult to understand why certain rules were used. I knew an answer, 
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Notice that even though Alicia says that she knew how to read and write in Spanish,  

she goes on to say that she omitted all the accent marks. Moreover, the misuse of  

the word enchufe/*enchufle “plug” was reinforced through years of learning a rural 

variation of her HL at home. When faced with Spanish in the academic 

environment, HL students struggle because these non-standard forms of Spanish 

may have become fossilized. HLLs may have one of two options. Overtime, they 

may come to the understanding that there are two different language codes and that 

they are not always interchangeable in all contexts or they may need to go through, 

as I suggested, a U-shaped sequence of learning to eliminate the non-academic 

variants and get accustomed to the new input taught in the classroom as the 

appropriate default Spanish alternative. In this way, some of the non-academic 

Spanish forms learned informally at home would be “unlearned” to, then, be 

“relearned” according to standards that are more conventional. Spanish HL 

instruction should provide students with the possibility of learning to differentiate 

between the different sets of linguistic codes they have in the home and the 

academic context rather than try to push them to learn one variation of their HL as 

the norm.    

 The contradiction between the oral production and academic achievement of 

these learners described by Blanco is also worth addressing.  I want to find 

explanations as to why even though HL students tend to have Spanish native-like 

                                                                                                                                                                             
but did not know why. Since I did not learn the Spanish at school, I feel that I missed the chance to fully 

understand my language . . .  The funniest thing to me was the word  enchufe (plug) We always said 

enchufle. When I saw that word in a book for a class I remember I said, "this word is misspelled." What a 

surprise to learn that my whole life I've been saying the word incorrectly. 
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oral competence, L2 learners tend to receive superior scores in the same Spanish 

courses. If competence in language learning is proportional to the exposure the 

learner has to it, I want to examine why HLLs do not always excel in their Spanish 

academic grades. Apart from comparing Spanish proficiency between HL and L2 

learners of Spanish, I want to find out if there a direct correspondence between the 

Spanish level and the generation to which these HL participants belong. Answers to 

these questions may very well clarify inconsistencies found in this area of HL 

Spanish teaching and learning context. I believe that the discrepancies found in this 

realm of Spanish teaching are due both to lack of understanding of HLLs’ internal 

processes and to the focus given to different areas of the Spanish language in 

textbooks, courses, curricular design, and/or instructor preference. By breaking 

down areas in which HLLs and L2s tend to excel or perform poorly on a specific set 

of classroom tasks, I intend to find avenues for the development of Spanish HL 

teaching approaches with a rationale that focuses on students’ specific needs.  

 Years of teaching Spanish to HL and L2 students and reading on language 

acquisition led me to select two main categories of analysis: orthography and 

morphology. I carefully selected this category brake-down as a foundation to 

scrutinize the types of errors subjects make. Thus, the data here is quantified in 

terms of level of error occurrence for each of these categories separately (see 

chapter 4).  

1) Orthography: this category looks at missing accent marks, accent mark 

misplacement, and misspelling; the first two refer to tilde usage, while the last one 

merely focuses on graphemic spelling or letter selection. Accent marks’ issues are 
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self-explanatory. They refer to words that require written accents but do not have 

them; words that do not require one, but have it; and words with written accent on the 

wrong syllable. Spelling features regard letter selection and/or letter omission. We 

will see that some spelling tokens represent phonetic spelling as well.     

2) Morphology: this category looks at conjugation agreement and also at 

patterns used by the learners in terms of tense, aspect, and mood. Because of its 

subjective makeup and abstract nature, mood analysis (indicative, subjunctive, and 

conditional) may shed light on how different the development of these components in 

these two different groups of learners is. The subjunctive is one of the Spanish 

structures to take the longest time to solidify, not only in L2 learning, but also, and 

even, in L1 acquisition. Studies show, in fact, that it is not acquired until adolescence 

because “the subjunctive’s denotation—or range of connotations is so abstract that 

acquisition is mediated by maturational constraints for a number of years” (Collentine 

77). With these in mind, given the subjunctive’s structural and concep tual complexity, 

the results gathered from the data analysis will elucidate the level of maturity the 

subjunctive has reached in these learners based on the length of time they have 

received Spanish input. Examples of morphological inaccuracies connected to the 

subjunctive are; for example, in a sentence like Yo quiero que tú hagas tu tarea “I 

want you to do your homework”, learners may come up with *Yo quiero que tú hacer 

tu tarea “*I want that you to do your homework” or *Yo quiero que tú hiciste tu 

tarea, “*I want you to did your homework” etc. More concrete examples of 

representative mistakes for each of these areas will be provided in the following two 

chapters where both the methods are the results are described in detail.  
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Tense and aspect are also a relevant source of analysis in my investigation. 

The Aspect Hypothesis, which emerged thanks to lexical aspectual classifications 

made by Andersen to analyze the development of verbal morphology among L2 

learners will be helpful in this respect. The essential part of the Aspect Hypothesis on 

which I want to focus is its prediction that the route of acquisition of perfective and 

imperfective markers, in a language that has both, is for the imperfective past to   

appear much later than the perfective one without distinction between the two 

(Montrul and Salaberry 52).  

In The Sounds of Spanish, José Ignacio Hualde states, “In Spanish there are 

only five vowel phonemes and fewer than twenty consonant phonemes—the exact 

number depends on the dialect. English has a slightly larger consonantal inventory 

(twenty-four or so) and more than twice as many vowel phonemes as Spanish” (1). 

Given the great difference in the phonetic systems and their correspondence to 

spelling between English and Spanish, orthography is bound to show features worthy 

of note when a comparison is made between my two populations of Spanish learners. 

Hualde further points out that:   

In conventional orthography of Spanish, there is an almost perfect 

correspondence in one direction from written form to pronunciation: 

generally, there is only one possible way to read a given sequence of letters.  

Exceptions are very few indeed . . .  Anyone who has learned the sound 

values of Spanish letters and letter combination can accurately ‘sound out’ 

any word or text written in Spanish, even without knowing the meaning of 

the words. Unlike English speakers, Spanish speakers never have to consult 
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the dictionary to verify the pronunciation of a written word that they have not 

seen before (unless it is perhaps a foreign proper name or a word from 

another language). In the other direction from sound to letter, there are more 

difficulties. It is not the case that native Spanish speakers always know how 

to spell all words. The same sound or sound combination can be spelled in 

two or more different ways in several instances. (2)     

In general, for all learners of Spanish, it is fairly easy to do well on one direction 

(sounding out written Spanish). It is the opposite direction (writing the words to 

form the sounds) which seems to cause them more problems, more so to HLLs than 

to L2s.  L2s may achieve better spelling skills that their HL counterparts perhaps 

because they come to the Spanish classroom as “tabulas rasas” when it comes to 

unconventional forms of Spanish input.   

One of the most difficult morphological structures to acquire in Spanish is  

the subjunctive and, although I am also looking at other tenses and aspects in my  

analysis apart from it, the subjunctive is an ideal feature to consider because of the 

potential disparity it may present between the two populations. In other words, 

Spanish uses the subjunctive much more productively than English and so they 

virtually have no first-language references (Collentine 77). Linguistic theory 

suggests that individuals learning a foreign language seem to have a less powerful 

set of developmental principles for morphology than for other language aspects as it 

is at the periphery of our innate capacity to grasp them (Collentine 85). It is of great 

value to the present investigation to seek distinguishable morphological patterns 

between HL and L2 Spanish learners. Expectedly the further away from the Spanish 
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language/culture the lesser control learners should have on this target language’s 

morphology.  

As far as orthography, predictions are difficult to make since, on the one 

hand, HLLs seem to have a broader knowledge of dialectal and/or native-like 

pronunciation of words, but on the other may be more prone to fossilization, 

phonetic spelling, or mixing up similar sounds/letters. L2 learners encounter less 

difficulty in this respect; for example, they would not have to wonder whether to 

select *etá mojao vs. está mojado to mean “it is wet” because they will only receive 

input reflecting the latter pattern está mojado.  

With the aforementioned in mind, I hypothesize that L2 participants will 

show more error frequency than HLLs from a morphological point of view and that 

HLLs will have higher levels of orthographic inaccuracy than L2s because the 

Spanish the input HLLs have received at home is mainly oral while L2s have mainly 

been in contact with Spanish through formal instruction.  

 

2.1. Bilingualism and Bilingual Students in this Study 

 What is bilingualism? A bilingual learner, in a very general way, is defined  

as a person who has “knowledge and command of two or more languages, albeit to 

different degrees” (Montrul 17). The two populations in this study, totaling 44 

individuals, are bilingual. Of these bilingual students, 17 are HLLs and 27 are L2s. 

English is by far the dominant language surrounding these learners, even the HL 

ones. Among the HL population, 7 learners consider English to be their native 

language, 8 responded that Spanish was their native language, and 2 consider both 
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English and Spanish their native languages equally. In the L2 group of learners, all 

27 selected English as their native language.  English is, by far, the language to 

which students of both groups are exposed the most in their day to day life.  

Spanish, on the other hand, is the language spoken with various levels of  

proficiency and to which students are likely exposed to a much lesser degree.  

It is also important to consider social, personal, and psychological factors, 

which play a fundamental role in the learning milieu of HLLs. The two case studies 

for the pilot project before the actual investigation, Laura Hernández and Alicia 

Núñez were asked to write a composition that described their personal experience 

learning Spanish at the university level. Without elicitation of any specific 

information, they point to the clear connection between ethnic and linguistic factors. 

Notice below how in both cases their cultural background plays a decisive role in 

their interest for learning Spanish.  Laura says
7
: “It is important to me to speak 

Spanish because since I was a little girl, I felt disconnected from my culture because 

I couldn’t speak the language” (Appendix A). Likewise, Alicia feels
8
: “Without my 

language I would not be who I am” (Appendix B). In the questionnaire, I asked the 

44 participants the reasons why they were enrolled in this advanced Spanish course 

(Appendix D, Part 12). Of the different options from which they had to select, one 

was “I want to learn the language for my own pleasure”, 85% L2 students and 82% 

HL students selected this alternative. Only a 47% of HLLs selected “The language 

is part of my family heritage”. These percentages show that both L2s and HLLs of 

                                                           
7
 “Para mí es importante poder hablar español porque desde que era niña sentí desconectada de mi cultura 

porque no podía hablar la lengua” (Appendix I).  

 
8
 “Sin mi lengua dejaría de ser quien soy” (Appendix II). 
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Spanish can have similar levels of motivation to acquire the target language. In fact, 

some L2 learners added comments such as “I love it”, “Spanish is my life” and “I 

have a passion for it”.  

Numerous factors can determine success in the acquisition of a L2, FL, or 

HL and they are not merely ethnic. Some of these factors have to do with 

circumstances that force people to acquire it either incidentally or purposefully. 

Some have instrumental motivation to learn it. So that if, for example, a person 

comes from China and needs to get a job in the United States, he/she will increment 

his job opportunities if he/she is able to communicate in English. So, even if that 

person does not like the target language, he will want to learn it because it can 

guarantee him a higher income. Therefore, exposing himself to the target language 

will be the best way to acquire it.  

It has been established that our participants have similar levels of motivation, 

not only because of the percentages that reveal they are studying Spanish for 

pleasure is virtually identical, but also because these learners are taking an advanced 

level of Spanish which are not required, but optional. Thus, all participants took 

Spanish willingly and with albeit with varied levels and types of motivation.  

My analysis of written production focuses on patterns that I think will show 

clear tendencies revealing that, because these two types of learners have different 

Spanish backgrounds, they need different teaching frameworks. If my findings show 

notable differences between HLLs and L2s, they will be evidence of the need to 

revisit the generalized view that all Spanish courses are the same for all types of 

students. I hope my study will be a venue of awareness for HL and L2 pedagogical 
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repercussions, which can serve to develop further studies and literature in Spanish 

HL teaching.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD  

 This chapter provides a description of the method in this investigation, 

keeping the following central questions in mind:  

1) Are there linguistic differences between the HL and L2 bilingual 

participants in terms of orthography and morphology? If so, what are the most 

conspicuous differences?  

2) Is there a direct correspondence between the orthographic and 

morphological performance of the HLLs in this study and the generation to which 

they belong?  

  

 Answers the first research question will be found by comparing the 

orthographic and morphological performance of the two populations. On the other 

hand, to address the second inquiry, I will relate the orthographic and morphological 

performance of HLLs to Valdés’ continuum, which illustrates how a HL may evolve 

through generations with the idea of finding how dependent on generational bonds 

the written competence of HLLs participating in this study is.  

 

3.1. Method 

3.1.1. Participants for the Study 

Ninety-eight students were originally recruited for this study (29 HLL’s and 

69 L2’s). There was no need for carrying out a proficiency test in the selection of 

participants as they were enrolled in courses deemed to be at the same level. 
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Because at Temple University Advanced Spanish courses tend to have smaller 

numbers than basic ones, I recruited learners from nine different classes over a 

period of three consecutive semesters: three courses in spring 2007, three courses in 

fall 2007, and three courses in spring 2008 (see Table 1).  

  

Table 1  

Initial Number of Participants Recruited for the Study  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Semester    Class      HL Students    L2 Students 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Spring 2007  Spanish 204    2   10 

Spring 2007  Spanish 204    1    7 

Spring 2007  Spanish 209     5    9 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Fall 2007  Spanish 204     4   14 

Fall 2007  Spanish 204     3    8  

Fall 2007  Spanish 209     7    3 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Spring 2008  Spanish 204     1    9 

Spring 2008  Spanish 204     0    8 

Spring 2008  Spanish 209      6    1 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Total        29   69 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Of the ninety-eight students who volunteered to participate in the study, 

fifty-four were eliminated due to at least one of the following reasons: a) they did 
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not hand in all the weekly activities, b) their activities were incomplete, c) their 

native language was other than English or Spanish, and/or they had “conflicting” 

place of birth. The latter was the case of one American L2 learner who was born in 

Puerto Rico but never spoke Spanish at home because her parents’ native language 

is English and they all came back to the U.S. before she turned one year of age. The 

final selection resulted in forty-four students suitable for the investigation (see 

Table 2). 

 

Table 2  

Number of Participants Suitable in this Study 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Type     Number of Students 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

HLL       17 

L2        27 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Total           44 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Students attended advanced Spanish classes of identical structure and taught 

by the same instructor. Data was collected in periods of ten weeks of each term. The 

first week was the recruiting week. Subjects who volunteered to participate signed 

the consent form (Appendix C).  The second week was dedicated to distributing the 

comprehensive questionnaire, which, due to its length, students had to complete at 

home and bring to class the following week (Appendix D). This questionnaire 
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focuses on circumstantial and contextual aspects of both HL and L2 learners’ 

connection with Spanish. The eight remaining weeks, students were given the 

activities to complete for grammar and orthography analysis. Although I designed 

eight different tasks, only four are considered here: fill-in-the-blank-, dialogue 

format, cartoon narrative, and paragraph. Variation in task design was meant to 

maximize variability in students’ production and, thus, have results that are more 

comprehensive. This will be explained in more detail in section 3.1.2.  

The two course levels chosen for participant recruit are very similar in nature 

and context. They are advanced levels and were taught by the same instructor at the 

same academic department, and covered parallel coursework. Spanish 204 is entitled 

“Advanced Grammar and Linguistic Concepts” and Spanish  209, “Advanced Skills 

for Spanish Speakers” (now labeled in the university’s course catalog as Spanish 

3003 and 2011 respectively). All groups in all courses had individuals from both 

populations of learners. Class time was of fifty minutes. The instructor granted one 

visit per week for periods that ranged between 10 to 15 minutes (Appendices V-

XIII). The textbook used was the fifth edition of Repase y escriba by María Canteli 

Dominicis and John J. Reynolds. These courses met three times per week on 

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Although the current numeric description for 

these two courses is different now, they used to be at both the 200 + level (204 and 

209). In fact, both of them appear under the same section of the Temple University 

Undergraduate Bulletin
9
.  

                                                           
9
http://www.temple.edu/bulletin/archive/webarchive/bulletin2007/Academic_programs/schools_colleges/cla/progra

ms/spanish_portuguese/cla_spanish_portuguese.shtm 
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Here is their listing as it appears on the official page from 2007-2008.  The 

courses pertinent to this study are highlighted:  

Major Option III: Spanish for Education:       

This option includes the Spanish-language courses required for certification 

in Spanish for Secondary Education in the School of Education at Temple 

and satisfies the requirements for the Spanish major in the College of Liberal 

Arts . . .   

Department Course # Course Name 

Two courses in Composition & Conversation: 

Spanish  2001 Conversational Review 

Spanish  2096  Composition & Conversation 

Spanish  2002  Hispanic Readings 

Spanish  3003  Advanced Grammar & Linguistics Concepts 

Spanish  1076  Intensive Practice in the Four Skills 

Spanish  2076  Advanced Intensive Practice in the Four Skills 

Spanish  2011  Advanced Skills for Spanish Speakers 

Spanish  3002  Hispanic Readings II 

 

Both courses were of three credit hours. Students registered in this class were 

interested in either a minor or a major in Spanish. Even though they were never told 

details about the goal of my study, their interest in Spanish contributed to their 

desire to be part of this investigation.     
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 3.1.2. Development of the Study 

  3.1.2.1. Why Written Data 

Although in most L2 acquisition studies oral data is considered a better 

measure of linguistic competence because it does not allow much room for 

monitoring of language use, oral data provides an illusion of HLLs’ actual level in 

conventional forms of Spanish and overlooks aspects of students’ linguistic 

abilities.  Written language is, however, an ideal analysis source because it provides 

a sturdier format to elucidate differences in the two main linguistic areas of focus: 

orthography and morphology.  

 

 3.1.2.2. Documents Used for the Investigation 

 Ten documents were provided to students in a ten-week period—one 

document per week. However, because some of them pertained to structures beyond 

the scope of this study, only six of them were used (see Table 3):   

 

Table 3 

Documents Used in this Investigation 

 

 

Data Collection Week  Document Collected 

 

Week 1    Consent Form 

Week 2    Questionnaire 

Week 3    Fill-in-the-blank (“El hijo desobediente”) 

Week 4    Dialogue (“Entrevista de trabajo”) 

Week 5    Cartoon Narrative 1 (“El sueño de María”) 

Week 7    Paragraph 2 (“¿Qué hiciste el fin de semana?”) 
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Every task consisted of a number of possible attempts for student to produce 

written information. The fill-in-the blank activity provided twenty-one blank spaces 

to fill with one word (22 attempts) (Appendix E). The dialogue consisted of twenty 

complete sentences, representing ten lines for each of the two characters involved 

(20 attempts). (Appendix F). The cartoon narrative exercise consisted of six 

drawings in sequence. Each drawing required two sentences, totaling twelve 

sentences produced (12 attempts) (Appendix G). Finally, the paragraph task asked 

students to write ten full sentences in order to answer one question (10 attempts) 

(Appendix I) . The written production of participants was interpreted and measured 

in terms of error frequency from their orthographic and morphological production.  

 

    3.1.2.2.1. Fill-in-the-blank Exercise 

The fill-in-the blank exercise was the first task subjects completed.  This 

activity constrained student from writing full sentences. They were only asked to 

provide one verbal structure in the twenty-one spaces provided. The title of this 

activity was El hijo desobediente “The disobedient son”. The context in this 

exercise entailed a conversation between a mother and her child.  She asks him to do 

some chores in the house and he reluctantly does them.  The instructions read: 

“Complete the following paragraphs with the correct form of the words in 

parentheses. When two possibilities are given in parentheses, select the  correct 

word” (Appendix E). The idea was to lead students to use the subjunctive mood 

both in the present and past tenses. 
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  3.1.2.2.2. Dialogue  

As in the paragraph exercise, below, the dialogue format allowed students 

much more freedom to be original and creative in their writing structures.  The only 

guidance learners were given was related to the context in which they had to place 

themselves. The context given was: “You have a job interview with the Chair of a 

South American University who only speaks Spanish. You are being interviewed for 

a position as an English instructor. You would really like to get this job. Write a 

dialogue between you and your potential interviewer. Explain to the interviewer 

what your professional plans are and what contributions you think you can make to 

the Language Department” (Appendix F). The instructions also indicated that they 

should write a dialogue containing twenty sentences as a whole—ten sentences per 

character (Appendix F).  This scenario was created with the intention of observing 

students’ language code, including standard Spanish variants vs. dialectal/rural 

forms (e.g. *enchufle vs. enchufe “plug”). The need for variety of tenses and 

vocabulary usage in the dialogue is incremented when compared to the fill -in-the-

blank, the cartoon narrative, or the paragraph exercises as these require only the 

perspective of one narrator. 

 

  3.1.2.2.3. Cartoon Narrative 

Contrasted with the fill-in-the-blank assignment, the cartoon narrative 

activity El sueño de María “María’s Dream” (Appendix G) required more than just 

filling in single spaces. El sueño de María includes six drawings in sequence. For 

every drawing, students had to write two sentences, totaling twelve sentences. 
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Because the context of the story refers to a desired dream and not a reality, students 

had to compose their ideas with various tenses and moods.   

  

  3.1.2.2.4. Paragraph                                                                                                    

 “What did you do last weekend?” is the question asked in the paragraph. 

They had to respond to this question in ten full sentences (Appendix I). They were 

instructed about the way they should begin their writing composition: ¿Qué hiciste 

el fin de semana pasado? “What did you do last weekend?” Instructions guided 

students to start their paragraph by saying “El fin de semana pasado yo…” The 

paragraph format gave students, as did the dialogue, more freedom in their writing 

creation in contrast to the fill-in-the-blank and cartoon narrative tasks. As students 

are able to write freely, the chances of writing longer structures was increased as 

well as the possibility of new errors that may not come up in other task formats.   

 

3.2. Data Analysis 

 All numerical results  were prorated based on numbers of errors acting as the 

numerator and the actual numbers of attempts acting as denominators (22 attempts 

in the fill in the blank, 20 attempts in the dialogue, 12 attempts in the cartoon 

narrative, and 10 attempts in the paragraph= 64 attempts in all tasks). Results that 

are presented as global, illustrate the percent of all attempts made in each group, 

regardless of the individuals who made them. I will first show the results globally 

by group (HLLs and L2s respectively) and by main category (orthography and 

morphology respectively) and then I will break the numbers down, describing them 
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task by task, as well as provide a description of specific linguistic behaviors found. 

Subsequently, I will contrast the qualitative and quantitative findings in relation to 

the theoretical frameworks described in Chapter 1.  

 T-test comparisons were done based on the means presented in tables for 

each task. The means and the standard deviations in the tables represent  the average 

number of errors made by each participant in specific groups for each task. I also 

include pie chart percentages. However, they are not the same as the t-test. The 

utility of the pie-charts is to illustrate the distribution of error types in each group, 

without regard to individual participants.  In addition, 3-D bar graphs represent the 

percentages of ungrammaticality out of total attempts made by groups, again, 

without regard to individual performance, but rather to the group as a whole.  

Chomsky’s Universal Grammar (UG) predictions are relevant to my study. 

Grammatical properties that become morphologically marked, like mood in the Spanish 

subjunctive, are assumed to be a part of UG that may or may not be accessible to adult L2 

learners, but which are believed to be accessible to child language learners.  I want to see 

evidence of this assumption among my two groups of participants given that HLLs 

have had contact with their HL since their childhood as opposed to their L2 

counterparts. HLLs studying Spanish at the university level usually have a very 

advanced oral performance, even when they are not reading directly from a text. 

Therefore, since in Spanish the same sound or sound combination can be spelled in 

two or more different ways in several instances (Hualde 2), I want to see how 

differently HLLs and L2s perform in this respect.  
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I predict that L2 learners will have higher levels of grammaticality when it 

comes to overt or straightforward linguistic aspects of Spanish such orthography 

and, given HLLs discrepancies between their Spanish speech and written language 

levels, that HLLs will show more problems in this domain,. Although all speakers of 

any language have different proficiency at a speech and language levels (e.g. a 

person may be able to speak a language but may not be able to write or read in it), 

L2 learners of Spanish do not have this “bi-level” challenge in the sense that they 

have received mostly formal Spanish teaching with conventional features that do not 

compete with unconventional ones learned outside academic settings.  
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3.2.1. Orthographic Analysis 

 The coding scheme for assessing orthographic errors is very straightforward.  

There are simply three types of misspelling errors, namely: accent missing, accent 

misplacement, and spelling. Accent missing refers to instances in which students 

neglected to mark a required tilde (e.g. *lapiz instead of lápiz, “pencil” or *cancion 

instead of canción, “song” etc.). Accent misplacement, meanwhile, refers to the 

inclusion of the tilde on the wrong syllable (e.g. *lapíz instead of lápiz, or *cáncion 

instead of canción). Finally, misspelling denotes graphemic errors word by word 

(e.g. lápis instead of lápiz or kanción instead of canción) or by phrase (e.g. Pásame 

mis *pejuelos instead of Pásame mis espejuelos “Pass me my glasses”).  

When accentuation rules are not understood by the Spanish learner, the 

inclusion or omission of tildes can seem arbitrary. This may cause learners to second-

guess where or whether to write tildes on certain words. Spanish accentuation then is 

more abstract that graphemic spelling. Yet, although accentuating words accurately in 

Spanish presents a challenge, even to Spanish L1 speakers and spelling seems 

straightforward, there are spelling challenges in Spanish even Spanish L1 speakers 

and, especially, but not exclusively, for people who have not had formal Spanish 

instruction. English has a larger consonantal inventory (twenty-four or so) and more 

than twice as many vowel phonemes as Spanish” (Hualde 1). Conventional written 

Spanish orthography seems to have a straightforward correspondence to its 

pronunciation. It is probably the other direction (from sound to letter) that there are 

more difficulties (Hualde 2). In fact, as Hualde indicates, “It is not the case that native 

Spanish speakers always know how to spell all words. The same sound or sound 
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combination can be spelled in two or more different ways in several instances” (2). 

Such is the case with letters ‘ll’ and ‘y’, represented by the phoneme /y/, may be 

pronounced as [j], [dʒ] or [ĭ], depending on the Spanish variation and/or region. 

HLLs’ learning circumstances afford more possibilities for phonetic and/or unconventional 

spelling than their L2 counterparts. Although they understand the sounds clearly and 

associate them with the accurate meanings, HLLs may not be mindful of spelling 

conventions. For instance, a student hearing the sounds [aserka] may relate it to two 

meanings a cerca “to close” and acerca “about” and although context will let the 

hearer know the meaning to which the HL speaker is referring, this speaker is likely 

not aware of the distinction between one utterance and the other, spelling wise. On the 

other hand, since L2 learners likely have received multiple forms of input (visual aids, 

readings, etc.) since the beginning of their learning trajectory, their spelling pattern 

may show less overlapping instances than HLLs. 

 

3.2.2. Morphological Analysis 

  The development for the morphology coding scheme was more complex than 

that of orthography because morphological errors are less straightforward. I limit 

the analysis to tense and mood selection and verb conjugation. Because of Spanish 

morphological complexity and their divergence from English patterns, 

morphological behaviors in these two populations of Spanish learners can shed light 

on internal linguistic maturational stages. I want to look at possible access to UG in 

these two populations by focusing on patters of tense and mood selection.  
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The subjunctive is an appropriate structure to assess because it is “one of the 

most unique grammatical constructs of the Spanish language” (Collentine 77) and it is 

not very productive in English so that L2s “have almost no first-language (L1) models 

with which to formulate hypotheses about its use in Spanish” (77). Studies, such as 

the one carried out by Pérez-Leroux (1998), indicate “that the subjunctive’s 

denotation—or range of connotations—is so abstract that acquisition is mediated by 

maturational constraints for a number of years” (Collentine 77). Collentine also 

makes several appealing comments in relation to the acquisition of morphological 

structures relevant to my investigation: “[M]orphological knowledge resides at the 

periphery. Thus, if Universal Grammar is accessible to the adult acquiring a FL, he or 

she possesses a more powerful set of developmental principles for syntax than for 

morphology.” (85). It is of relevance to observe whether or not the Universal 

Grammar prediction has an impact on our learners from a generational standpoint. 

Vainikka and Young-Scholten suggested through the Gradual Development 

Hypothesis: “one cannot expect a learner’s competence to intentionally produce 

certain morphology . . . until the interlanguage starts to encode utterance with the 

requisite syntactic structure” (Collentine 85). Presumably, HLLs have had more 

opportunities to grasp syntactic structures upon which they can build morphological 

uses than their L2 counterparts. Moreover, since the subjunctive is not highly 

productive in English, one can be sure that the L2 has no first  language models. If we 

combine the two ideas that morphological development takes longer to be acquired 

and language acquisition is contingent on exposure to it, it can be presupposed that, 

regardless how incidental HLLs’ learning context may be, they should show a more 
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developed set of morphological structures than their L2 counterparts. At the same 

time, L2s’ Spanish production should show less mature morphological maturity 

because they have had much less exposure to the language, regardless of how formal 

or academic the input they receive is. The following chapter will show specific 

patterns produced by the two groups of participants. 

As an example of morphological analysis, let us take the fill-in-the-blank 

task students completed (Appendix E). The situation is: a mother asks her 

disobedient son to do chores for her, so that the need for the subjunctive is 

unavoidable. Her disobedient son is not willing to do the house chores his mother is 

asking him to do. Infinitives and subjects were provided in parenthesis for students 

to supply the corresponding conjugations. Below is a brief part of this exercise
10

 as 

an exemplification: 

Hijo: ¿Qué (tú/usted: querer) 7_[quiere/s]_ que (yo: hacer)  8 _[haga]_? 

Madre: Lo mismo que te dije que (tú/usted: hacer) 9 _[hicieras]__ el viernes 

pasado. Yo te pedí que (tú/usted: sacar) 10 _[sacaras]___ la basura. 

 

Patterns that diverge from the conventional ones underlined above are counted as 

ungrammatical. For example, in blank number 8, the appropriate answer would have 

been haga “to do” saying ¿Qué quiere que yo haga “What do you want me to do?”, 

but ungrammatical examples would be:  *¿Qué quiere que yo hice? “*What do you 

want me to did?” 

                                                           
10

 Translation:   Son: What do you want me to do?  

                          Mother: The same that I told you to do last Friday. I asked you to take out the garbage. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS  

In this chapter, I will present the quantitative results of the data analysis with 

the purpose of answering these two central questions: 1) Are there linguistic 

differences between the HL and L2 bilingual participants in terms of orthography 

and morphology? If so, what are the most conspicuous ones found in the data?  

2) Is there a direct correspondence between the orthographic and 

morphological performance of the HLLs in this study and the generation to which 

they belong?  

As mentioned above, the main linguistic categories analyzed in the written 

data are orthography and morphology; I will present the analysis in that order also. 

Each category, then, includes the description of HLLs’ and L2s’ performance per 

task, namely: fill-in-the-blank, dialogue, cartoon narrative, and paragraph. I will 

describe differences found between HLLs and L2s both numerically and 

qualitatively as well.      

         

4.1. Orthography 

 Raw numbers of orthographic tokens found in all data collected were 418 among 

all seventeen HLLs and 302 among all twenty-seven L2s. Even though HLL error 

frequency is noticeably higher than that of the L2 group (see Table 4), there is a parallel 

pattern in the distribution of error types in each group (see Figures 3 and 4). The 

percentages shown in the pie chart do not reflect individual performance by each 

participant, but rather error type distribution by the group as a whole.  
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Table 4 

Orthographic Error Frequency Breakdown 

Group  All Orthographic  Accent          Accent   Spelling 

  Errors   missing    misplacement 

 

 

HLLs  418   242   49     127 

L2s   302   156   43     103  

  

 

12%

58%

30%

ACCENT MISSING 

ACCENT MISPLACED 

SPELLING

 

Figure 3. Pie Chart of HLLs’ Orthographic Error Pattern by Type in All Tasks 
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34%
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Figure 4. Pie Chart of L2s’ Orthographic Error Pattern by Type in All Tasks 
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 The t-test results for global orthographic error occurrence found the two 

populations of learners to be significantly different t (42) = 5.584, p = 0.00. Figure 5 

shows the global orthographic performance of both HL and L2 learners gathered 

from all tasks. The percentages in Figure 5 illustrate a higher level of orthographic 

error among HLLs than L2s. Likewise, Table 5 shows the corresponding mean and 

standard deviations (SD). I will look into these quantitative results in depth by 

describing specific HLL and L2 errors made in each task. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. HLLs’ and L2s’ Global Orthographic Level of Error in All Tasks 
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Table 5 

 

Mean and SD of Orthographic Error Frequency in All Tasks of All HLLs and L2s 

 
 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 24.59 10.106 

L2 11.19 5.851 
 

 

 

 

4.1.1. Fill-in-the-blank Task  

 In the fill-in-the blank task, I found 50 orthographic error tokens among 

HLLs vs. 28 among L2s. They are distributed as follows: accent missing (HLL=25 

and L2=11), accent misplacement (HLL= 8 and L2= 3), and spelling (HLL=17 and 

L2=14). After performing the t-test, I found there was no significant difference in 

the performance of the two groups, which is likely due to the task format. Filling 

out single spaces with one word option affords less possibility of error than writing 

elaborate sentences as well will see in the dialogue task (see section 4.1.2). The 

corresponding mean and SD scores are shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6 

Mean and SD of Orthographic Error Frequency in Fill-in-the-blank Task of All HLLs and 

L2s 

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 2.94 2.106 

L2 1.04 1.224 
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4.1.1.1. Accent Missing  

For the fill-in-the-blank task, although numerically speaking the difference in 

performance is not substantial, it is worth looking at specific orthographic 

inaccuracies to compare patterns of the two groups. The most common type of 

mistakes made by HL students was failing to mark the accent when needed. They 

especially showed a tendency to avoid accents for the first plural person nosotros 

“we” in the imperfect subjunctive and the conditional. The underlined syllable 

signifies where the prosodic stress should be but was omitted: For example: 

*tuvieramos for tuviéramos “had we/If we had”, or *tendriamos for tendríamos “we 

would have”. The same situation took place with the verb ser “to be” *fueramos 

instead of fuéramos “if we were”, and so on
11

.  

 L2 data showed similar error patterns among HLLs. They also omitted accent 

marks for the first plural person conjugation: *fueramos “if we were” *eramos “we 

were”, and *tendriamos “we would have”. There were, however, L2 structures that 

the whole HLL group did not generate: *pedio for pidió “you asked”, *dormiras for 

dormirás “you will sleep”, and *volveras for volverás “you will do again”. The last 

two examples are doubly wrong since not only is the accent missing, but there was 

also wrong tense and mood selection. For both examples (‘*volveras for volverás 

and *dormiras for dormirás), the correct tense would have been the present 

subjunctive of dormir and volver, that is, duermas and vuelvas. The difference in 

patterns here is an indication of more mature morphological development among 

                                                           
11

 Other similar instances of this kind of errors are: *sacarias vs. sacarías “you would take out”, *eramos 

vs. éramos “we used to be”, *tendria vs.  tendría “I/he/she/you would have”, *lavaria vs. lavaría 

“I/he/she/you would wash”, *sera vs. será “he/she/you will be”, *pidio vs. pidió “he/she/usted asked for”, 

and *tenia vs. tenía “I/you/he/she used to have”.  
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HLLs caused by the more consistent input, albeit informal, they have had. I will 

expound about this in section 4.2.    

 

  4.1.1.2. Accent Misplacement 

 Before I mention the ungrammaticalities found among the HLLs, I will say 

that there were dialectal nuances, which clearly differentiate them from L2s; for 

example, voseo
12

: no seás instead of the predominant no seas (don’t be). Instances 

like these were not counted as inaccuracies; they are simply being mentioned here 

as evidence of cultural ethnic components present among HLL participants . Apart 

from examples demonstrating family dialectal influence on HLLs, there was a 

tendency for the HLL group to place accents on tonic syllables that only have 

prosodic emphasis and not written one according to grammar conventions. For 

instance: on monosyllabic words (e.g. *sóy vs. soy “I am”); words that end in vowel 

and have a natural stress on the penultimate syllable (e.g. *sacára vs. sacara “had 

I/you taken out”), *lavára vs. lavara “had I/you washed”); words that end with the 

letter s (e.g. *tendrémos vs. tendremos “we will have”). Other examples of tilde 

misplacement had to do with stressing the wrong syllables: *esperaté vs. espérate 

“wait” (imperative), and *quíeres in place of quieres “you want”. In most cases, the 

misplacement of tilde does not affect the meaning of utterances.  

 In written Spanish, tildes are many times an indicator of the preterit tense in 

the first and third singular persons; for example: e.g., the verb llegar “to arrive” is 

                                                           
12

 Voseo is the use of the second person singular pronoun vos in many dialects of Spanish. Vos is used 

extensively as the primary form of the second person singular in Rioplatense Spanish for Argentina, 

Uruguay, Paraguay. Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, El Salvador and Nicaragua also exhibit an extensive use 

of the vos pronoun through the Central American Spanish dialect. Vos had traditionally not been used in 

formal writing, except in Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
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conjugated as yo llegué “I arrived”, él llegó “he arrived”. Both, in HL and L2 data, 

there was an overgeneralization of this rule to represent the preterit with the second 

singular person tú “you” (e.g. llegaste “you arrived”). Thus, both populations wrote 

examples such as *llegasté instead of llegaste. Nevertheless, I found accentuation 

patterns in the L2 data that did not come up among the HLLs: *téniamos vs. 

teníamos “we had”, *pidío vs. pidió “you asked”, and *lavariá vs. lavaría “you 

would wash”. In general and so far, HLLs, despite their spelling challenges, capture 

more frequently syllable stress than L2s, likely due to the more consistent aural 

exposure to Spanish HLLs have had.  

 

    4.1.1.3. Spelling 

 HLLs’ misspelling instances here involve graphemes that have the same 

place of articulation in the vocal cavity, namely, *tubieras vs. tuvieras “if you had” 

and *vallas “fences” vs. vayas “you go” (present subjunctive). These cases are 

particularly interesting as they only took place among HLLs. The word valla means 

“fence” and does exist in Spanish, but it does not correspond to the context in which 

it was used. The correct answer required the spelling vaya “you go” (in the present 

subjunctive). This sort of error can be explained either by assuming that the sounds 

of ll in valla and y’ in vaya are identical in some Spanish dialects. This phenomenon 

is called yeísmo. HLLs may have heard both words valla and vaya in the 

appropriate contexts but, because the input they receive is  mostly aural, they 

interpret them as the same utterance disregarding its spelling. Meanwhile, L2s learn 

this sort of utterance by double input--aural and written. Moreover, the misuse of 
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the ll sound usages between the two groups is interestingly different. While ll is 

used by HLLs as a substitution for the sound y, which may be an acquired dialectal 

trait, L2s interpret the sound ll as a single l ; for example, *llavaría instead of 

lavaría’ to mean “I would wash”. 

Another mistake I observed repeatedly among HLLs was the addition of <s> 

at the end of verbs conjugated in the preterit of the second singular person tú “you”; 

this is, *llegastes instead of llegaste “you arrived” and *pedistes instead of pediste 

“you asked”. This usage is common in both American and Peninsular Spanish, but, 

although acceptable in informal settings, it is ungrammatical in standard Spanish. It 

is a pattern possibly inherited from the Spanish vosotros “you all” (informal) forms      

-asteis/-isteis. Another possible explanation for such common usage is that, verbs 

conjugated in the second singular person tú end in “s” in the present indicative; for 

instance, tú comes “you eat”. In any case, what is interesting for my purposes is that 

HLLs are the ones who use patterns that reveal that they mimic the input received at 

home. Interestingly, the only L2 participant who made this type of error was 

married to a Spanish L1 speaker of Mexican descent and so her data was excluded 

from the study.   

Of all seventeen HL learners, only two did not make any orthographic 

mistakes.  The highest level of error by individual HL performance was of 37% 

(HLL18—a student of 2
nd

 generation
13

). Meanwhile, the highest individual L2 level 

of inaccuracies was 27% (HL50). This means a difference of 10%.  While only two 

HLLs (HLL6—1
st
 generation—and HLL14—2

nd
/3

rd
 generation), namely, 12% of  

                                                           
13

 For these generational references, look at table 18 on page 106. 
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HLL subjects, did not make any mistakes, nine of the twenty-seven L2s (33% of 

L2s) did not do so. In every orthographic subcategory in the fill -in-the-blank, L2s 

showed more orthographic control than HLLs. 

  

 4.1.2. Dialogue Task 

 The open-ended nature of the dialogue forced students to use longer 

expressions, increasing the likelihood of producing mistakes as opposed to 

exercises, which limit them to one word option per blank (see section 4.1.1). These 

are the numbers of error tokens made by each group: accent missing, HLL=83 and 

L2= 81; accent misplacement, HLL= 11 and L2= 19; and spelling, HLL= 46 and 

L2= 42. Table 7 illustrates the equivalent means and SDs. Although subjects from 

both groups made mistakes in this activity to a lesser or greater extent, the t-test 

provides a clearer assessment of how differently the two groups performed, 

indicating that the overall is 8.24 and performance here is significantly divergent: t 

(42) = 2.660, p = 0.011. The mean for the 17 HLL speakers is 8.24 and the mean for 

the L2 group is 5.26.     

 

Table 7 

Mean and SD of Orthographic Error Frequency in Dialogue Task of All HLLs and L2s 

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 8.24 4.294 

L2 5.26 3.121 
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  4.1.2.1. Accent Missing  

 HLLs frequently omitted stress marks. Representative examples among the 

numerous I found are: *tome “drink” (imperative mood) when the idea was tomé “I 

drank”, *estudie “study” (imperative mood) instead of estudié “I studied”, *enseñe 

“teach” (imperative mood) vs. enseñé “I taught” and so on. These instances are 

similar to some found in 4.1.1. While the graphemic spelling of these verbs is 

correct, the lack of tilde alters their meaning. Other examples of HL problems relate 

to missing diacritical accents. Diacritical tilde in Spanish changes the meaning but it 

does not change pronunciation; for example, *que “that” vs. qué “what”, *cual 

“which” (relative pronoun) vs. cuál “which” (interrogative), cuando “when” 

(affirmative); cuándo “when” (interrogative),0 or *esta “this” (demonstrative 

feminine adjective) when the idea implied was está “is/are” (third singular person 

and second singular person respectively). On the other hand, Spanish words that end 

in consonant, have an implicit stress—which is not marked—on the last syllable; for 

example, the word arroz “rice”. 

 I found identical spelling inaccuracies in both groups, specifically for 

English cognates ending in -ion, which in Spanish always have an accent over the 

letter “o”; that is—ión (e.g. *aplicacion, *compasion, *composicion, 

*comunicacion, *decision, determinacion, *educacion, habitacion, ocupacion, 

*organizacion, *posicion, *presion, *reunion, etc.).  This a perplexing mistake, 

considering that accentuation rules connected to these words are simple in nature 

since they always have a tilde over the letter -o when singular (not plural), but both 

groups of students overlooked this fact.   
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  4.1.2.2. Accent Misplacement  

 The numbers of tokens found here are much less copious than those found in 

section 4.1.2.1. In the following examples, the underlined syllable indicates where 

the phonetic stress should be; not the orthographic one. Some of the HL cases I 

found are: *esté vs. este “this”, *fantastíco vs. fantástico “fantastic”, *colégio vs. 

colegio “school/college”, *íngles vs. inglés “Englsih”, *clasé vs. clase “class”, etc. 

As in the fill-in-the-blank activity, HLLs frequently detected the correct word stress 

here, but disregarded accentuation rules; for example: *diferéncia vs. diferencia 

“difference”, *posée vs. posee “he/she/you possess”, *instructór vs. instrutctor 

“instructor”, and *ultimaménte vs. últimamente “lately” among others. I also found 

examples of erroneous use of diacritical accent with interrogative words which 

would have a different meaning depending on whether or not they have a tilde *por 

qué “why” vs. porque “because”. In the last example there is also a misspelling 

component as well, considering porque is one word and por qué has two.  

 There was clearly different pattern in accentuation by L2s not seen in the HL 

data. The following L2 samples show that students stress syllables where there is no 

stress, regardless of whether that stress is written or prosodic. I will underline the 

tonic syllable to emphasize where the prosodic stress is located: *táreas instead of 

tareas “assignments”, *facúltad instead of facultad “school—of a university”, 

*tambíen instead of también “also”, *déspues for después “afterwards/later”, 

*materías vs. materias “subjects”, and *profésor vs. profesor. This last example is 

interesting in that it clearly shows Englsih influence in the pronunciation. The 
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stressed syllable in Spanish is the last one profesor but, here, the student has copied 

the accentuated syllable of its English cognate “professor”.  

 

 4.1.2.3. Spelling 

 English influence is no doubt present in the data produced by both 

populations, as it is the most influential one in the context these learners live. While 

only L2s reveal this influence by means of syllable stress on the English equivalent 

syllable, both groups show influence of English in spelling of cognates. For 

example: *actitude for actitud “attitude”, *communes for comunes “commun”, 

*communicar for comunicar “communicate”, *differencias for diferencias 

“differences”, *escholar for escolar “scholar”, *excellente for excelente “excellent”, 

*intrevestador for entrevistador “interviewer”, *processo for proceso “process”, 

*professionals for profesionales “professional”, *progressivas for progresivas 

“progressive”, *advansados for avanzados “advanced”, etc.  

In the dialogue task, HLLs made errors showing spelling with aural 

interpretation that L2 subjects did not 4 errors. For example: *entonce vs. entonces 

“then”. The omission of the letter s in *entonce is reflective of allophonic variations 

used by Spanish L1 speakers. In many Spanish dialects e.g. Venezuela, Argentina, 

Chile, Spain—Andalusia, etc. the phoneme /s/ may be aspirated or deleted in final 

syllable and word position. For example, a phrase such as los dos libros “the two 

books” could sound like [lohdohlibroh] or [loødoølibroø] in certain Caribbean 

dialects, as opposed to Mexican pronunciation, whose dialects tend to produce /s/ as 

s in the majority of contexts, pronouncing los dos libros as [losdoslibros]. So that 
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even an educated Spanish L1 speaker may pronounce entonces as [entonse] but will 

still write it conventionally as entonces. HLLs tend to interpret this type of oral 

variation as standard forms, confusing thus oral and written focus of the language.  

This phenomenon does not occur frequently among L2s. Some of the reasons for 

this may be: a) the dual input—visual and aural—they receive from the beginning of 

their Spanish learning, b) the Spanish that is used in classroom settings is not equal 

to the standard Spanish in some parts of the Spanish-speaking world, and c) lack of 

awareness of phonetic trends used by Spanish L1 speakers. Laura Hernández refers 

to such cases in her testimonial: “Es extraño pero muchas veces no se si quiero 

decir ¿cuándo llegahte? o ¿cuándo llegaste? y también cosas como etá mojao o está 

mojado. Mi familia bromea y dice que yo sueno como si fuera de otro país; muchos 

no entienden que yo aprendí el español en la escuela y por eso hablo diferente.”
14

 

Other similar interesting HLL instances worthy of note are: *calida vs. 

calidad “quality”, *a cerca “to close” vs. acerca “about” but when spelled 

separately, the words mean “to close”, *va hacer vs. va a ser. In the last case, the 

idea communicated, judging by the context in which it was written, is “it’s going to 

be” (va a ser), but the HLL wrote *va hacer which makes no logical sense in the 

written form as it reads “it goes to do”. The cause for confusion between these 

utterances is that h is silent in Spanish and c and s, unlike Peninsular Spanish, are 

pronounced identically in American Spanish when preceding the vowels e and i. 

Thus, the sounds from hacer and a ser are identical. Only through aural 

                                                           
14

 “It is strange but many times I don’t know if I want to say ¿cuándo *llegahte? o ¿cuándo llegaste? and also 

things like *etá mojao or está mojado. My family jokes and says that I sound as if I were from another country; 

many of them do not understand that I learned Spanish at school and that is why I speak different”    
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communication or by enough written context could the listener or reader determine 

what the speaker is trying to convey.  

 Lastly, for the dialogue data, among the L2s, I found examples of double 

consonant Spanish cognates that, as recently mentioned, only have one (e.g. 

*communidad vs. comunidad “community”, *communicar vs. comunicar 

“communicate”, *possible for posible “possible”, *opportunidad vs. oportunidad 

“opportunity”, *professora vs. profesora “professor”, *differentes vs. diferentes 

“different”, etc.).  

   There are three instances of phonetic rather than grammatical spelling 

among L2 subjects. All are a reflection of the same problem: lack of preposition a. 

In one case, the ungrammaticality was found in *aprender__ hablar vs. aprender a 

hablar “to learn to speak”. Two interesting instances of misspelling showing aural 

interpretation occurred with the periphrastic future for ir + a + infinitive: *como va 

__ hacerlo vs. cómo va a hacerlo “how you are going do it” and *voy__ poder vs. 

voy a poder “I am going to be able”. I consider two possible reasons for this type of 

mistake. One is that the link between the sound of the preposition a and the first 

syllable sound of the infinitives hablar “to speak” and hacer “to do” (since h is 

silent in Spanish) deceives the learner by making it seem as though the [a] sound is 

merely from the verb form va “going”. Other plausible reason is that the student 

interprets the infinitive as a unit that integrates the preposition a in itself. So that the  

learner may be translating hablar and hacer directly from English “to talk” and “to 

do”. If this is the case, the L2 is led to the assumption that an additional a is 

redundant, making a Spanish spelling mistake based on English syntax.   
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All subjects made mistakes in the dialogue activity to a lesser or greater 

extent. The minimum percentage of HL error frequency was of 10% (by two 2
nd

/3
rd

 

generation learners (HL14 and HL15). It was HLL28—a 1
st
 generation learner—

who produced the highest percentage of orthographic errors (80%). Interestingly, 

HLL28 is not the same HLL participant who had the highest level of error 

production in section 4.1.1; it was rather HLL8.  This reveals that variation in task 

design is helpful to elicit different structures from different students depending on 

their strengths and weaknesses. Although not the central topic in this study, task 

design may have an impact on students’ learning and learning styles and, thus, may 

have a direct effect on their course grades. The next highest level of error in 

dialogue among HL data was 70% by HLL11—a student of 2
nd

 generation—and 

HLL3—a learner of 2
nd

/3
rd

 generation.  While the lowest level of HL error 

frequency per individual was of 10 %, L2 was of 5%.  

 

 4.1.3. Cartoon Narrative  

Numbers of errors found in this task are divided as follows: accent missing, 

HLL= 49, L2= 28; accent misplacement, HLL= 8 and L2=16; and spelling, HLL= 

28 and L2=32. There was no significant difference found in the t-test for this part of 

the data analysis. The corresponding mean and SD are shown in Table 8.   
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Table 8 

Mean and SD of Orthographic Error Frequency in Cartoon Narrative Task of All HLLs 

and L2s 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 5.00 4.387 

L2 2.78 2.044 
 

 

 

   

  4.1.3.1. Accent Missing  

 Mistakes made by HLLs and L2s in this task are very similar in nature. They 

are recurrent or fossilized
15

.  Fossilization is interpreted here as persistent and 

repetitive errors of systematic nature. In this section, there were similar errors to 

those found in section 4.1.2. Since there were not so many of them, I will only 

mention representational samples of the most common mistakes.  Tonic vowels 

missing a tilde are underlined. Although the context in this task meant to elicit the 

conditional, due to its close connection with the subjunctive, students frequently 

selected the future instead. Here are some examples: *sera vs. será “will be”, 

*divertiran vs. divertirán “they will have fun”, *terminaran vs. terminarán “they 

will end”, *estaran vs. estarán “they will be”, etc. Tense selection was appropriate 

at times, but there were frequently missing accents: *serian “they would be”, 

‘*gustaria’ “he/she/you would like”, ‘*harian’ “they would do”, etc. Other errors 

                                                           
15

 The term fossilization here is being used in its simplest definition introduced by Selinker in 1972 (Han 

and Selinker 456). This is, through time years new terms have been put forth to convey a similar 

phenomena in language acquisition: backsliding (Ellis 1985, Schachter 1988, Slinker 1972), stabilized 

errors (Schumann 1978a), typical error (Kellerman 1989), de-acceleration of the learning process 

Washburn 1991), cessation of learning (Odlin 1993), structural persistence (Schouten 1996), among 

numerous others (Han and Selinker 458). 
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are similar to some already mentioned previously (e.g. *el vs. él “he”, *despues vs. 

después “later/afterwards”, *comodas vs. cómodas “confortable”, etc.). Most of the 

words lacking accents are verbal constructions and a minority of them is nouns, 

pronouns, and adverbs. Although the instructions included the name María, some 

learners either consciously or subconsciously disregarded to write the tilde over the 

letter i.  

 

  4.1.3.2. Accent Misplacement 

 Mistakes drawn from both groups are very similar in this section. One 

pattern had not yet come up; it involves wrong hiatuses or incorrectly broken 

diphthongs: *ceremonía “ceremony”, *baílando “dancing”, *presencía “presence”, 

*nervíosa “nervous”, *anfitríon “host”, *familías “families”, *iglesia “church”, 

*recepcíon “reception”, *ceremonía, “*nervíosa”, *despúes “later/afterwards”, 

sonríendo “smiling”, etc.  

 I also found similar HL and L2 production in terms of diacritical accents 

(e.g. *dónde vs. donde “where” (interrogative and affirmative respectively), 

*cuándo vs. cuando “when” (interrogative and affirmative respectively), *él vs. el 

“he” vs. “the” respectively, and *sé vs. se “I know” vs. the reflexive pronoun 

meaning “himself/herself/yourself/themselves/themselves”. Apart from diphthongs 

broken ungrammatically and lack of distinguishing diacritical tildes, there were HL 

instances not found in the L2 data. These instances involve tildes with proper 

perception of the stressed syllable, but which do not have written   representation 

according to spelling conventions, for example: pápa “dad” vs. Papa “Pope”, 
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*felicitaciónes vs. felicitaciones “congratulations”, *arróz vs. arroz “rice”, 

*estarémos vs. estaremos “we will be”, *futúro vs. futuro “future”,  *cómo “I eat”, 

*arróz “rice”, *felicítan “they congratulate”.  

 Here, I also came across HL and L2 use of the tilde to represent the preterit 

with conjugations that do not follow that pattern; namely ‘*dijó’ vs. ‘dijo’ 

“he/she/you said” and ‘*bailarón’ vs. ‘bailaron’ “they danced”. This is evidence of 

fossilization or grammar rule systematization and both groups incurred in this 

mistake repeatedly.   

 

  4.1.3.3. Spelling 

 L2 and HL production was identical in terms of vowel interchange. For 

example: mondo vs. mundo “world”, *promitido vs. prometido “fiance”, *camerero 

vs. camarero and/or *meceres vs. meseros “waiter”, *alegras vs. alegres “happy”. 

This feature was not only seen in nouns and adjectives, but also in verbal 

constructions; for example, *casarien vs. casarían “they would get married”, 

*tendrien vs. tendrían “they would have”, *dirén vs. dirán “they would say”, 

*seríen vs. serían “they would be”, *etc.  

 Tokens found exclusively in the HL data are linked to:  

a) substitution of s for c or z; for example: *pedasos vs. pedazos “peaces”, 

*comiensa vs. comienza “it starts”, *biscocho vs. bizcocho “cake”, *ensima vs. 

encima “above”, etc. 

b) interchange of g for j in words such as *jente for gente “people” and *jimnasio 

for gimnasio “gymnasium”, and  
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c) omission of “h”: *hechan vs. _echan “they throw” and/or *hecharian vs. 

_echarían “they would throw”, and *ha vs. _a “to/towards”.  

 

In relation to letter c), it should be noted that even L1 Spanish speakers make the 

latter type of mistake given that h is a silent letter.   

 In both groups, I found similar instances of spelling mistakes that convey spelling  

interpreted by sound rather than by written conventions. Yet, although these samples are 

misinterpretation of sounds, they are very different from what I have considered 

“phonetic spelling” in this study. Tokens in this section are very different from, for 

example, *entonce vs. entonces “then” or *calida vs. calidad  “quality” in that they lack 

one part of a single word. Here we are dealing, rather, with periphrastic verbal 

compounds. For example, the sentence *La musica va __ estar perfecto vs. La música va 

a estar perfecta “The music is going to be perfect” seems to be a translation of the L1.  

So, *va estar is possibly a literal translation of “going to be”. Another possibility could 

be that the students resort to a simplification strategy.  The phrase *va estar could be 

simply an inability to remember the “a” after “va” that is not based on English at all. 

 Whichever the reason, though, these instances are different from the phonetic spelling 

examples I mentioned previously.  

 Another “phonetic spelling” instance worth mentioning is ‘*alfrente’ vs. ‘al  

frente  “across”. This misspelling token may be due to association of the Spanish 

expression “enfrente” “in front”—one word—with the English structure ‘in front’—two 

words, ‘en’ being the preposition ‘in’ and placed before the utterance frente “front”.  

 Of other numerous HLLs misspelling tokens, I will only focus on *hay “there is  
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or there are” vs. ahí “there” found in the HL data. I mention this error because it 

includes three mistakes in one: firstly, the positioning of h, secondly, the 

substitution of y for i, and thirdly, the accentuation on the wrong part of the word. 

Added to the structural aspect of these words, the meaning is clearly different as 

well.  

 It is worth to note that a first generation student (HLL28, see Figure 11 and 

Table 19 on pages 99-100) made the highest number of spelling inaccuracies in the 

dialogue and paragraph formats. But, in the fill-in-the-blank and cartoon narrative, 

HLL18 (2
nd

 generation (see Table 16) and HLL4 (2
nd

/3
rd

 generation (see Table 16) 

were the ones who did so. Conversely, HLL27 (1
st
 generation) (see Table 16) had a 

high error frequency in the first two tasks and none in the last two. This implies that 

some students may perform better in open- ended activities and not necessarily so in 

those that are closed or more restraining to the usage of certain structures or lexicon. 

My quantitative findings in the cartoon narrative were very interesting: a first 

generation speaker of Spanish (HLL28) had the highest frequency in orthographic 

error.  

  

     4.1.4. Paragraph Task 

In the paragraph data, I found the following numbers of tokens: accent 

missing, HLL= 85 and L2= 36; accent misplacement, HLL= 22 and L2= 4; and 

spelling, HLL= 36 and L2= 16. The data collected from the paragraph-format exercise 

gave results that suggest a lack of significant differences between the two groups of 

learners through the two-tailed, t-test (see Table 9).  
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Table 9  

Mean and SD of Orthographic Error Frequency in Paragraph Task of All HLLs and L2s 

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 8.41 4.542 

L2 2.15 1.834 
 

 

 

 

  4.1.4.1. Accent Missing  

 The tense elicited in this exercise was the preterit with the question “What 

did you do last weekend?” Clearly, students meant to use the indicative past tense 

because the context is sufficiently clear, but given the identical spelling—save the 

lack of accent—these constructions could very well represent the present 

subjunctive. These error instances reveal that HLLs have grasped the phonetic 

spelling of these verbs, but may disregard tilde usage as it does not affect the sound 

of the graphemes and seem perhaps secondary consciously or subconsciously. The 

following examples show sets of words that have identical spelling but that, without 

tilde, refer to the imperative and with it refer to the preterit, which was the proper 

option for the context given. For example, HL students wrote: *trabaje “work” for 

trabajé “I worked”, *arregle “fix” for arreglé “I fixed”, *bañe ”bathe” for bañé “I 

bathed”, *cepille “brush” for cepillé “I brushed”,  *escuche “listen”, escuché “I 

listened”; *estudie “study”, estudié “I studied”; *mire television “watch”, miré 

television “I watched television”; *limpie “clean”, limpié “I cleaned”; participe 
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“parpicipate”, participé “I participated”; *prepare “prepare”, preparé “I prepared”; 

*regrese “come back”, regresé “I came back”; *termine  

“finish”, terminé “I finished”; *tome “take”, tomé “I took”, etc. 

 Here, examples of L2 accent omission mostly occurred with nouns, 

adjectives, and adverbs (e.g. *sabado “Saturday”, *libreria “bookstore”, *musica 

“music”, *examenes “exams”, *ultimo “last”, *comica “comical”, *fria “cold”, *asi  

“like this”, *todavia “still/yet”,  etc.), but not the preterit. The missing accent subcategory 

is the one which shows the most error frequency. This makes sense if we consider that, in 

the learners’ view, it would seem more important to find the right letter combination than 

to include tildes over words. 

 

  4.1.4.2. Accent Misplacement 

 As far as accent misplacement, once more, I found instances here for which 

both HLLs and L2s stressed diphthongs incorrectly: *Díos’ “God”, *tambíen “also” 

instead of ‘también’, *despúes for después “later/afterwards” *familía vs. familia 

“family” and *víernes vs. viernes “Friday”, etc. Other examples found do not merit 

a detailed description as they are identical to cases seen before, namely: *sabádo 

“Saturday”, *tambíen “also”, *japónes “Japanese”, *ví “I saw”, *hicé “did/made”, etc.  

 

  4.1.4.3. Spelling 

 HLLs’ misspelling instances are numerous and not very different from many 

that have already been described above (e.g. omission of h—*a for ha “to” and 

*asta for hasta “until”). Therefore, in this section, I will just address those errors 
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that did not come up so far. Some of them are revealing of what goes on in the 

HLLs perception of the target language. For example, with a word such as fui “I 

went/ I was”, I found an HL who spelled it as *fuy. Of course, this occurs because i 

and y sound identical; for example, hay “there is/are” vs. fui “I went”. This echoes 

what our case study Laura Hernández mentioned about her interpretation of her 

grandmothers command Pásame mis espejuelos “Pass me my glasses” as Pásame 

mis *pejuelos. This example is indicative of what causes Spanish instructors to have 

an erroneous perception of HLLs competence. It is not until they see HLLs’ written 

production that they are able to have a more realistic view of their proficiency and 

to make a distinction between their speech and language competences.  
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 4.1.5. Summary of Orthographic Performance by HLLs and L2s 

In Table 10, I show three classifications of orthographic error: those produced by 

HLLs and L2s, those produced only by L2s, and those produced only HLLs .  

 

Table 10  

Description of Orthographic Patterns Found Among Both Groups 

 

ORTHOGRAPHIC  HLLs and L2s Errors  L2s Only Errors  HLLs Only Errors 

SUBCATEGORY 

    -Missing accent      -Missing accent to 

MISSING    in general (apart from                     ____  indicate preterit 

ACCENT   preterit related)   

        

        

    -Overgeneralization  -Marking syllable  -Written accent  

    of accent use to    stress where there  when stress 

ACCENT   represent the   is none   is prosodic 

MISPLACEMENT  preterit 

 

    - Lack of differentiation -English influence  ____ 

    of diacritical accents on syllable stress    

          

   

    -Cognates spelling    -Interchange of    

    showing English     consonant sounds  

    influence     “c”, “s”, and “z” 

SPELLING         and “g” “j” 

    -Broken diphthongs      

    (wrong hiatuses)     -Phonetic spelling 

       

       -Misspelling using vowel 

      interchange     -Yeísmo 

            

    -Periphrastic future lacking  

      preposition “a” 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 Apart from the frequency and type of error production, which is significantly 

different between the two groups, they share a similarity in the degree of difficulty these 

three major orthographic categories pose. In descending order the degree of difficulty for  

both groups is: accent missing, spelling, and accent misplacement (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. Comparison of Degree of Difficulty in Orthographic Areas by Both Groups. 

 

 Invariably in all tasks, the most problematic orthographic area for both the HLL 

group was accent omission (see section 4.1.4.1 and 4.1.3.1); however, their lack of accent 

frequency occurred in different contexts. While both groups ommited accents in general: 

nouns, adjectives, adverbs (see sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.2.1); only HLLs ommited accents 

in the preterit (see section 4.1.1.1), which L2s did not do. Both groups also demonstrated 

lack of competence in distiguishing diacritical accents (see section 4.1.3.2) Conversely, 

both HLLs and L2s accentuated verbal structures to represent the preterit when not 

needed (see sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.3.2). Furthermore, both populations of participants 

wrote accents braking diphthongs and thus creating ungrammatical hiatuses (see sections 

4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2). Apart from these broken diphthongs, however, frequently, only L2 

stressed syllables that have no stress at all neither prosodic nor written (see sections 

4.1.1.2 and 4.1.2.2). HLLs, on the other hand, produced frequent tokens with accent 

misplacement when stress was prosodic (see section 4.1.3.2). This is an indicator that 

they perceieve the right tonic syllable orally, but are unaware of spelling conventions. 

L2s, on the other hand, placed the stress where there was none, at times these accents 

misplacements reflected Englsih pronunciation (see section 4.1.2.3).  

 Spelling from a graphemic standpoint was the second area in which both groups  

HL L2 
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showed more error frequency. Similarly, both populations of learners showed English 

influence when spelling cognates, especially words with double consonants (e.g. 

*communes vs. comunes “commun”, *communicar vs. comunicar “communicate”, 

*differencias vs. diferencias “differences”, *excellente vs. excelente “excellent”, 

*processo vs. proceso “process”, *professionales vs. profesionales “professional”, 

*progressivas vs. progresivas “progressive”, etc.) (see section 4.1.2.3). English 

influence may have also been the reason both HLLs and L2s omitted the preposition 

‘a’ in the periphrastic future (see section 4.1.3.3). Both groups interchanged vowels 

in their spelling (e.g. mondo’ vs. mundo “world”, *promitido vs. prometido 

“fiancé”,*dirén vs. dirán “they would say”, *seríen vs. serían “they would be”,*etc. 

(see section 4.1.3.3) 

Traits that reveal HLLs’ informal way of learning Spanish are found also in the 

use of c, s and z interchangeably (see section 4.1.1.3) as well as the letters g and j (e.g. 

*jimnasio and *jente “people”) (see section 4.1.3.3). Yeísmo (see section 4.1.1.3) and 

phonetic spelling by way of omission of word final consonant sounds and of the silent 

letter h (see section 4.1.2.3). These are traits observed among Spanish L1s and, apart 

from yeísmo, they tend to occur when the speaker has not had much formal Spanish L1 

instruction.  

HLLs clearly showed greater tendency to make orthographic mistakes than their 

L2 counterparts. Via oral input, HLLs’ relate sounds and meanings contextually 

without regard to written rules. For example, a student hearing the sounds [aserka] 

may relate it to two meanings a cerca “to close” and acerca “about”. This learner 

may not be able to know which spelling corresponds to what context and may use 
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either spelling indiscriminately. Yet he/she will know the meaning of the sequence 

of sounds based on the context in which they are uttered. This learner has two 

interpretations of the same sounds sequence and can easily disregard standard 

spelling conventions. Because HLLs have received mostly aural input, they can 

more easily than L2s understand the sounds they hear, yet for the same reason that 

their input has mainly been aural at home, they are more likely to produce 

nonstandard spelling sequences. L2 learners, on the contrary, have had formal 

education with different types of input that help them reinforce association of sound 

sequences and written constructions in Spanish. Certainly, the multiple forms of 

input (visual aids, readings, etc.) help them to better grasp nuances of connections 

between sound and meaning in the target language.  

The U-shaped sequence of learning seems to fit ideally with the way HLLs 

learn their target language from an informal to a formal settings. These students 

have acquired quasi-native oral levels of their HL at home, but, when they come to 

the formal teaching settings, they find that what they know does not match 

accurately with what is considered standard Spanish in academic settings. For this 

reason, they are indirectly forced to revise the way they have interpreted spelling 

from naturalistic aural exposure and “restart” learning other standard forms of 

Spanish spelling. For their language proficiency to be considered standard in a 

formal setting, they may need to dissociate or re-associate certain meanings from 

certain sounds and then reestablish new associations between such sounds and 

meanings.  
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4.2. Morphology  

In section 4.1, even though the results are not all statistically significant, the 

trends suggest that L2s have better control of orthography than HLLs. 

Morphologically, as hypothesized, I found that the opposite takes place. The global 

morphological performance of the two groups is illustrated in Figure 7.  As well as 

with the orthographic data, the results here were drawn from raw numbers of error 

frequency and possible numbers of attempts. (22 attempts in the fill in the blank, 20 

attempts in the dialogue, 12 attempts in the cartoon narrative, and 10 attempts in the 

paragraph= 63 attempts, totaling all tasks). The raw numbers of tokens found in 

each group were 124 among all 17 HLLs and 389 among all 27 L2s. Percentages of 

these calculations are shown in Figure 7. 

HL

L2

7%

21%

0,00%

5,00%

10,00%

15,00%

20,00%

25,00%

HL and Non-HL Morphologic Error Total

 
 

Figure 7. HL and L2 Global Morphological Level of Error in All Tasks 
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The frequency in morphological error occurrence varied depending on task 

design. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the 124 HLL tokens contingent on task design 

in percentages and Figure 9 does so with the 389 L2s’ raw number equivalent.   
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Paragraph

 
 

Figure 8. Pie Chart of HLLs’ Morphological Error Frequency by Task 
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Figure 9. Pie Chart of L2s’ Morphological Error Frequency by Task 
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When the numerical performance was added together to obatin global results, the 

t-test found these results to be significantly different.  We will see that the significance in 

difference varies depending on the task. T-test results were:  t (42) = -3.356, p = 0.002. 

The corresponding mean and SD values are also shown in Table 11.  

 

Table 11 

Mean and SD of Morphological Error Frequency in All Tasks of All HLLs and L2s 

 

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HLL 7.29 5.709 

L2 14.41 7.459 
 

 

  

 As in section 4.1, showing the accent usage patterns and spelling analysis 

and results, here, I will provide descriptive examples as well as numerical data of 

the learners’ morphological performance by task in my investigation.   

 

 4.2.1. Fill-in-the-blank Task  

 The seventeen HLLs incurred in tense and/or mood error 69 times in the fill-

in-the-blank task, while the twenty-seven L2s made 232 of these morphological 

mistakes. This represents a significant difference between the morphological 

performance of the two groups of learners provided by the t-test results, which 

were: t (42) = -3.922, p = 0.000. The corresponding means and SD in task are shown 

in Table 12.   
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Table 12 

Mean and SD of Morphological Error Frequency in Fill-in-theblank Tasks of All HLLs  

 

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HLL 4.06 3.864 

L2 8.63 3.702 
 

 

Let us recall part of the context in the fill-in-the-blank task
16

 (Appendix E):  

Hijo: ¿Qué (tú/usted: querer) 7_[quiere/s]_ que (yo: hacer)  8 _[haga]_? 

Madre: Lo mismo que te dije que (tú/usted: hacer) 9 _[hicieras]__ el viernes 

pasado. Yo te pedí que (tú/usted: sacar) 10 _[sacaras]___ la basura. 

 

The appropriate tense sequence is shown above. However, some of the HL 

answers were: *Yo te pedí que sacas la basura “*I asked you you take out the 

garbage” or *Yo te pedí que sacaste la basura “I asked you you took out the 

garbage”. HLLs also provided the answer Yo te pedí que saques la basura, which in 

English translates as “I asked you to take out the garbage”. The difference in 

Spanish between sacaras and saques lies in the tense selection; not in mood. While 

sacaras is in the imperfect subjunctive, saques is in the present subjunctive.  

However, I did not count this as an ungrammaticality because this type of tense 

sequence is accepted in informal speech in some varieties of Spanish. I found 

similar HL examples throughout this activity. For example, in Lo mismo que te dije 

                                                           
16

 Translation:    Son: What do you want me to do?  

                           Mother: The same that I told you to do last Friday. I asked you to take out the garbage. 
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que hicieras el viernes pasado “The same thing I told you to do last Friday”, I did 

find ungrammatical tense sequences. For example: *Lo mismo que te dije que haces 

el viernes pasado or *Lo mismo que te dije que hiciste el viernes pasado. There is 

certainly a lack of competence in terms of aspect selection among the HLLs, but it 

is clear that their structures requiring the subjunctive do not show the type of 

simplification mimicking English morpho-syntactic patterns as many L2 tokens do.  

 Only among the L2s, for example, I found unconventional sequences 

involving the selection of infinitive instead of conjugated verb or vice versa: 

*Quiero duermo instead of Quiero dormir “I want to sleep”, *Antes de que dormir, 

*Necesito que hacerte varias cosas  “I need you to do several things” for Necesito 

que hagas varias cosas, *Lo mismo que te dije hacer la semana pasada  for Lo 

mismo que te dije que hicieras la semana pasada “The same thing I told you to do 

last week”, etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 Eleven different L2 tense sequences were found in the section where the son   

in the story asks the mother: ¿Qué quiere/s que yo haga? “What do you want me to  

do?” Because these errors involve the combination of a dependent and an 

independent clause together, I think it is helpful to display their responses in a table 

(see Table 13). Again, some of these examples point to problems with selection 

between infinitives and conjugated verbs. If I do not highlight the verb querer “to 

want” in the main clause, it means that its conjugation is appropriate. Generally, in 

this section, the verb “hacer” (to do) presented a higher challenge for the L2s. Table 

13 illustrates these L2 structures.  
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Table 13 

Ungrammatical L2 Tense Sequence with Present Subjunctive Patterns in Fill -in-the-

blank Task. 

 

1) ‘*¿Qué quieres que yo hace?’  

2) ‘*¿Qué quiere/s que yo hago?’  

3) ‘*¿Qué quiero que yo haga?   

4) ‘*¿Qué quieres que yo haces?’  

5) ‘*¿Qué quieres que yo hizo?’  

6) ‘*¿Qué me quiere que yo hago?’  

7) ‘*¿Qué usted quiere que yo hizo?’  

8) ‘*¿Qué quería usted que yo hice?’  

9)  ‘*¿Qué quiere/s que yo hice?’ 

10) ‘*¿Qué quieres que yo hacer? 

11) ‘*¿Qué quería que yo hacer?’  

  

 Although examples 1 through 9 are similar to some produced by HLLs, there were 

no HL tokens like 10 and 11, implying that HLLs can identify the need for a conjugated 

verb and not the use of an infinitive.  

 In the sentence where the son asks her mother, ¿Qué quiere/s que yo haga? 

“What do you want me to do?”, the correct answer was Lo mismo que te dije que 

hicieras el viernes pasado “The same thing I told you to do last Friday”. The 

various alternatives L2 students created are worthy of note. Since this sentence does 

not combine an independent clause followed by a dependent one—as examples 

shown on Table 13, I will just highlight the ungrammatical verb constructions with 
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bold print. Eleven different unconventional L2 responses were found again. The 

introductory phrase given in the context was Lo mismo que te dije que… and 

statement that followed was supposed to be …hicieras el viernes pasado. The 

following are the various ungrammatical answers provided by L2s: 1) *…hacer…,       

2) *…hiciste…, 3) *…hacía…, 4) *…hacías…, 5) *…haces…, 6) *…hice…, 7) *…hices, 

8) *…hacio…, 9) *…hizo…, 10) *…hicí, and 11) *…haciste. . .”. Examples 2 through 11 

show that students understand that a conjugated verb is needed to complete the structure, 

but they still have uncertainty as to what that structure should be. Example 1, on the other 

hand, indicates L2 transference of the infinitive structure from English to Spanish as 

this is a direct translation from “The same I told you to do last Friday” (*Lo mismo 

que te dije tú hacer el viernes pasado).  

 

4.2.2. Dialogue Task  

I found 3 tokens of errors among the HLLs and 47 among the L2s. The t- test 

results showed that there was no significant difference in morphological errors 

between the two groups in the dialogue. The corresponding mean and SD are shown 

in Table 14.  

 

Table 14 

Mean and SD of Morphological Error Frequency in Dialogue Task of All HLLs and L2s  

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL .18 .393 

L2 1.74 1.430 
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The background provided for the dialogue was: “You have a job interview 

with the Chair of a South American University who only speaks Spanish.  You are 

being interviewed for a position as an English instructor. You would really like to 

get this job. Write a dialogue between you and your interviewer. Explain to your 

interviewer what your professional plans are and what contributions you think you 

can make to the Language Department.” The instructions read as follows: “Write a 

dialogue containing at least 20 sentences (10 for each character)”. The numerical 

results in the dialogue were not very different. Both HLLs and L2s wrote structures 

whose sequence was not accurate. For example, the interviewer told the interviewee 

ideas such as: *Quiero que asistes instead of *Quiero que asistas “I want you to 

attend” or, *Te llamaré cuando tenemos una decision’ instead of Te llamaré cuando 

tengamos una decisión “I will call you when we have a decision”.  

Other instances, which use of the imperfect subjunctive instead of the 

conditional that I found mainly among the HL data are interesting in that they seem 

to reflect linguistic phenomena found in other studies, some of which were done by 

Silva-Corvalán and Lynch. These researchers found this sort of simplification in the 

Spanish grammatical system of bilingual speakers in Los Angeles and Miami 

respectively. While in 1994, Silva-Corvalán found grammatical simplification by 

means of subjunctive elimination, Lynch found examples of replacement of 

conditional with the imperfect subjunctive among Cuban Americans in 2000 in 

Miami who ranged from 1
st
 to 3

rd
 generation (Collentine 76-77). These trends are 

similar to what I found among HLLs here. Nevertheless, I did not count these as 

mistakes given that this is a form broadly used by L1 Spanish speakers in colloquial 
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Spanish. For instance, Yo me *pudiera communicar con mis estudiantes a un nivel 

más alla del de la clase” instead of Yo me podría comunicar con mis estudiantes a 

un nivel que va más allá del de la clase. “I could communicate with my students at a 

level that goes beyond the class”. ¿*Pudiera decirme más de su trabajo? “You were 

able to tell me more about your job?” instead of ¿Podría decirme más de su 

trabajo? “Could you tell me more about your job?”. Or *Si fuera rico, comprara 

una casa “If I were rich, I bought a house” instead of the proper structure Si fuera 

rico, comparía una casa “If I were rich, I would buy a house”.  

Only one L2 incurred in this unaccounted use of the imperfect subjunctive 

instead of the conditional and, remarkably, the questionnaire revealed that this L2 

learner has worked for “Proyecto sin fronteras” in a Spanish community in the 

North section of Philadelphia. This student is likely mimicking native Spanish 

speakers who have simplified the use of conditional after living in the United Sta tes 

for many years.  

 

4.2.3. Cartoon Narrative Task 

Tokens of errors found here totaled 48 among HLLs and 85 among L2s. The 

two-tailed independent sample t-test confirmed that there was significant difference 

in the performance of both groups in the dialogue exercise from a morphological 

point of view. The results were t (42) = -0.238, p= 0.813 (see Table 15). 
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Table 15 

Mean and SD of Morphological Error Frequency in Cartoon Narrative of All HLLs and 

L2s  

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL 2.82 3.575 

L2 3.11 4.098 
 

 

 

The cartoon narrative consisted of a sequence of illustrations showing a 

couple getting married. The idea was that the bride (María) was dreaming of how 

she would like her wedding to be. Thus, the use of the imperfect subjunctive was 

required, not optional. Instructions asked students to start the narration with specific 

words: “Si María conociera al hombre perfecto . . .” “If María met the perfect man . 

. .”  (Appendix G). Examples of inaccurate verb sequence among the HLLs’ and L2s 

who omitted the conditional were:  

 

1) Present in the place of the conditional: 

a) . . . *hay (vs. habría) muchos hablando . . .   

     “. . . there are (vs. there would be) many talking . . .”  

b) . . . *todas las personas en la iglesia se ponen (vs. se pondrían) de pie . . .         

“. . . all the people get up (vs. would get up) . . .” 

c)  . . . *María y Juan salen (vs. saldrían) de la iglesia . . .   

    “. . . María y Juan leaves (vs. would leave) the church. . .” Etc. 

2) Present progressive in the place of the conditional:      

 a) . . . *está (vs. estaría) caminando . . .  
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   “. . .she is (vs. would be) walking. . .”  

 b) . . . *ella está (vs. estaría) besando a su esposo . . .  

     “. . . she is (vs. would be) kissing her husband . . .” Etc. 

3) In some cases, the simple and periphrastic future forms were used instead of the 

conditional:  

 a) . . . *ella comprará (vs. compraría) un traje de blanco . . . 

     “. . . *she will (vs. would) buy a white dress . . .”   

 b) . . . *ella va a casarse…   

     “. . . *she is going to (vs. would) get married . . .” Etc.   

 

 Some instances are more complex as it is not clear whether the students were 

trying to use the future and neglected to mark the tilde or whether they were using 

the imperfect subjunctive in place of the conditional. For instance with a case such 

as: … *ellos terminaran la ceremonía, one wonders if they are trying to say   “if 

only they would finish the ceremony” by using the imperfect subjunctive or if they 

were using the future as a substitute for the required conditional, namely, … *ellos 

terminarán la ceremonia . . . vs. . . . ellos terminarían la ceremonia . . .  “. . . *they 

will finish the ceremony . . .” vs. “. . . they would finish the ceremony. . .” Other HL 

and L2 examples may be evidence of students’ unsuccessful attempts to use the 

conditional. Let us take the phrase . . . *quería que su padre anda con ella “. . . she 

used to want her father to walk with her”. It is possible that the student was thinking 

of the verbal form querría “she would want” and omitted the double letter r 

subconsciously. I make this conjecture based on the fact that the imperfect 
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indicative (quería “used to want”) would not have made sense here to the average 

advanced Spanish L2 learner.  

 HL mistakes that are different in nature to the L2 ones we have seen so far 

are related to the future subjunctive. This is a tense and mood is not included in the 

Spanish textbook used in the courses in which these students were enrolled. In fact, 

I have never seen the inclusion of the future subjunctive in any Spanish class I have 

taught—basic or advanced for the past twelve years. The future subjunctive is an 

archaic structure mainly found in written texts, such as the Bible. There is no exact 

translation of this structure from Spanish into English. Usually the future 

subjunctive is simply translated as the simple future. For example:  

1) ‘Si María conociera al hombre perfecto. . . ’: “If Maria met the perfect man . . .”  

a) . . . *finalmente los novios se casaren (vs. se casarían) . . .  

    “. . . finally the bride and groom will (vs. would) get married . . .”  

b) . . . *los esposos caminaren (vs. caminarían) afuera . . .  

    “. . . husband and wife will (vs. would) walk outside . . .” 

c) . . . *todas las personas estuvieren (vs. estarían)  alegres . . .   

  “. . . all the  people will (vs. would) be happy . . .”  

d) . . . *el esposo de María hablare (vs. hablaría) con sus amigos. . .    

    “. . . Maria’s husband will (vs. would) talk to his friends…”  

e) . . . *María escuchare (vs. escucharía) . . .   

    “. . .Maria will (vs. would) listen…” 

f) . . . *hablaren (vs. hablarían) con sus amigos. . .  

    “. . .they will (vs. would) talk to their friends…”  
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g) . . . *todas las personas bailaren (vs. bailarían). . .   

    “. . . all the people will (vs. would) dance. . .” Etc. 

 

 The future subjunctive is rarely used even by L1 Spanish speakers in day to 

day conversation, but it is found frequently in texts such as the Bible. It is possible 

that HLLs have picked up this form by attending church with their relatives. We see 

this often among Hispanics. Even Laura states “Todo era inglés menos en la iglesia y 

con mi abuela” (“Everything was in English except at church with my grandmother”) 

(Appendix A).  In any case, this structure is always introduced by the hypothetical si 

(if). In the examples given above, however, they are being used in clauses where 

there is no hypothetical si and where the conditional is required.  

 

4.2.4 Morphological Performance in Paragraph Task 

The HLLs’ data provided 4 tokens of errors while L2s’ data provided 25. The 

two-tailed independent sample t-test showed that the difference in quantitative 

performance was not significant in this task (see Table 16).   

 

Table 16 

Mean and SD of Morphological Error Frequency in Paragraph Task of All HLLs and L2s  

 

Group Mean Std. Deviation 

HL .24 .437 

L2 .93 1.072 
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The paragraph elicited the past tense with the question ¿Qué hiciste el fin de 

semana pasado? “What did you do last weekend?” Participants were prompted to 

begin their answers by saying “Please start your paragraph by saying “El fin de 

semana pasado . . . ” The results in this section of the data analysis were very 

similar in terms of ungrammaticality, but the types of the mistakes made by the two 

groups were very different. HLLs used the preterit more tan L2s, while L2s were 

somewhat more inclined to the use of the imperfect; for example, *El fin de semana 

pasado: . . . no hacía mucho, “I would not do much/I did not use to do much/I was 

not doing much”, . . . Era raro que yo fui al mercad, “It would be strange that I went 

to the market”, *. . . Era un buen fin de semana, “It would be/used to be a good 

weekend”, *. . . yo veía la banda ‘Black Label Sociertu’, “I would see/was seeing 

the band Black Label Sociertu”, *. . . yo veía la banda ‘Mushroomhead’, “I would 

see/was seeing the band ‘Mushroomhead’, *. . . gastaba tiempo con mi familia “was 

spending time with my family”, *. . . dormía mucho porque no puedo durante las 

semanas “I was sleeping much because I cannot during the week”,  *. . . jugaba 

‘Playstation’ por muchos horas “I would play/was playing ‘Playstation’ for many 

hours”, *. . . cada noche yo estudiaba mucho, “each night I would study/was 

studying much”. These last two examples suggest that the learners senses the 

“habitual” component in the sentences given by the expressions *muchos horas 

“many hours” and cada noche “each night”, but the preterit would have been the 

appropriate tense selection since the answer does not imply activities that the writer 

used to do, but rather that he/she did last weekend.  
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Other L2 tense selections in place of what should have been preterit were: 

1) Present indicative: 

a) *El sábado __ queda en casa . . . 

    “*On Saturday__ stay home . . .” 

 b) *En el domingo me duele la espalda . . . 

      “*On the Sunday my back hurts me” 

c) *(El fin de semana pasado) Mis amigos y yo bebemos muchas 

 margaritas . . . y comemos mucho . . . 

    “*(Last weekend) My friends and I drink and eat much . . .”    

d) *(El fin de semana pasado) no hace nada . . . 

     “*(Last weekend) I doesn’t do anything” 

e) *Fuimos al supermercado y comemos en un diner . . . 

    “*We went to the supermarket and we eat in a diner . . .” 

f) *(El fin de semana pasado) Durante trabajo tenemos una junta de los 

 empleos . . . 

     “*(Last weekend) During work we have a meeting of employment” 

g) *(El fin de semana pasado) tenemos mucho comida . . . 

     “*(Last weekend) we have much food” 

2) Present perfect: 

 a) *El fin de semana pasada mi familia y yo hemos ido a Georgine's   

 restaurant para celebramos . . .  

     “*Last weekend my family and I have gone to  Georgine’s to we celebrate” 
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 b) (El fin de semana pasado) Cenamos en un restaurante __ se llama Cosí. 

 *Tenemos un camarero horrible . . . 

              “(Last weekend) We had dinner at a restaurant is called Cosi. We have a    

   horrible waiter . . .” 

3) Present subjunctive:  

 a) *(El fin de semana pasado) Nosotros pasemos buen tiempo . . . 

    “(Last weekend) We to have a good time” 

 b) *A ella no le gusta ver las películas de horror y por eso (el fin de semana 

 pasado) miremos una comedia . . . 

     “She doesn’t like horror movies and that is why we to watch  a comedy” 

 c) *(El fin de semana pasado) Bebimos cervezas y bailemos mucho. 

      “(Last weekend) We drank beers and to dance much.” 

4) Iimperfect subjunctive: 

 a) *(El fin de semana pasado) quisiera tener mucho mas tiempo 

     “*(Last weekend) if I would want to have more time” 

5) Pluperfect: 

 a) *(El fin de semana pasado) Había querido comprar el pescado pero no 

 tuve el dinero . . . 

    “*(Last weekend) I had wanted to buy fish but I did not have money” 

 Although the task elicited the preterit as the main tense, L2s produced ideas 

that required the imperfect instead, yet they overgeneralized the use of the preterit. 

For example, when the subjunctive is needed in sentences as: *Espero que yo pudo 

(vs. pueda) tomarla otra vez meaning “I hope I can take her again”. Or in structures 
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that required the imperfect indicative according to grammar conventions. For 

example, the imperfect indicative is known to be the tense required to refer to age in 

the past. Thus, in a phrase such as “I was four when I learned to read”, Spanish 

would use the imperfect of tener “to have” to convey this idea, namely: Yo tenía 

cuatro años cuando aprendí a leer “I was four years old when I learned to read” 

Yet, I found L2 tokens like *Mi novio tuve veinte y dos años “My boyfriend is 

twenty-two years old” in which learners selected the preterit of tener with the wrong 

grammatical person (singular first rather than singular third). Other L2 structures are 

difficult to interpret. For example, in a sentence such as *El fin de semana pasado 

yo fui con mi amigo de México a comprar algunas cosas que necesite. “Last 

weekend I went with my friend from Mexico to buy some things I needed”. In order 

to avoid double-coding, I considered cases like necesite as orthographic errors of the 

kind “missing accent” (see section 4.1) because even though L2 overgeneralize the 

use of accents in the preterit, it is more likely that the accent on necesite was 

omitted than that the student was trying to use the subjunctive in the context given.   
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4.2.5. Summary of Morphological Performance by All HLLs and L2s 

In Table 17, there is s description of the morphological patterns observed among 

the two groups of participants. The classifications of morphological errors is divided into 

two main categories: tense selection and verb conjugation. I categorize the students 

production in three groups: errors produced by both HLLs and L2s, errors produced only 

by L2s, and errors produced only HLLs .  

 

Table 17  

Description of Morphological Patterns Found Among Both Groups.  

 

MORPHOLOGY  HLLs and L2s Errors  L2s Only Errors  HLLs Only Errors 

PATTERN 

 

 

    -Use of  indicative -Use of the present -Use  of the future 

    instead of the  indicative, present subjunctive (not 

    subjunctive  perfect, present  included in 

       subjunctive, imperfect curricular design) 

        subjunctive, and  

       pluperfect instead of 

TENSE          the preterit. 

SELECTION 

 

    -Use of present,    -Use of preterit 

    present  progressive,  when context 

    periphrastic future,  requires    ____ 

     and  simple future  imperfect    

    instead of  the   indicative 

    conditional  

         

 

      

       -Evidence of  

       transfer from   

     ____  English into Spanish    ____ 

VERB        by use of infinitive 

CONJUGATION      after the conjunction   

       que in preceding    

       clause 

            

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Both groups had problems of tense selection by using the indicative instead 

of the subjunctive and various present and future forms to represent the conditional.  

HLLs were the only students that resorted to the future subjunctive. This leads me to 

deduce that either they learned this structure in a context other than the academic 

one. I suggest they learn it from religious contexts as this structure is frequently 

seen in Bible texts. Although the selection of the future subjunctive does not match 

with the context in which it is used, it is clear that these HLLs understand the need 

for a more complex verbal structure than simple presents and past tenses, which 

leads me to think that their Spanish morphology is more developed than L2s.    

 L2s used several tense and mood forms when the preterit was needed, such as 

present indicative, present perfect, present subjunctive, imperfect subjunctive, and 

the pluperfect. Conversely, they used the preterit when the imperfect was the 

appropriate form. No HLL presented difficulty in determining when to conjugate a 

verb, but the L2s did use infinitive in place of conjugated forms. In spite of HLLs’ 

erroneous tense selection, I think the conjunction que is a clear indicator to them 

that they must provide a conjugated from. L2s disregarded the que indicator with 

relative frequency.  
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4.2. Correspondence between Spanish Performance and Generational Ties Among 

HLL Individuals in this Study  

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 looked at Spanish information pertaining to Spanish 

learners of both HL and L2 background. Data analysis compared written 

orthographic errors and ungrammatical patterns.  This section attempts to answer the 

following research question: Is there a direct correspondence between the 

orthographic and morphological performance of the HLLs in this study and the 

generation to which they belong? The objective here is to present a connection 

between level of control of the language structures analyzed and the generation to 

which the subjects belong. I attempt to link higher control of written structures to 

closer connection to the first generation. Conversely, lesser control of the written 

language may imply greater distance from the first generation.   

 As mentioned in earlier chapters, Valdés’ Continuum alludes to the probable 

impact on the HL production of an individual depending on how close or far he or 

she is from the first generation. Her continuum (see Figure 10) covers a sequence 

that goes from a completely monolingual level in the immigrant language for the 

first generation to a completely monolingual level in the new language, in this case, 

Spanish and English respectively. 

A  Ab   Ab    Ab  Ab  Ab  Ab  aB   Ba  Ba   Ba  Ba    Ba    Ba    Ba    B 

                                                                                                              

 

1
st
 Generation    2

nd
 Generation    3

rd
 Generation        4

th
 Generation              

     Speaker                        Speaker          Speaker         Speaker 

Figure 10. Bilingualism/Spanish Competence by Guadalupe Valdés’ Continuum 
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 HL participants in this study completed a questionnaire for which they 

answered questions of cultural, social, and ethnic nature in order to establish a more 

substantial connection between the Valdés’ continuum and the Spanish development 

of HLLs’ from their childhood until college (Appendix D). Although Valdés’ 

continuum is logical in the way it illustrates the developmental patterns among HL 

bilinguals, the sample of participants in this study showed great divergence from it.   

Clearly, Valdés’ continuum is mainly theoretical and is based on the supposition 

that both parents who immigrate into the USA have the same ethnic background and 

L1.  In my sample, of 17 HL speakers, background is very irregular (see Table 17).  

They possess different degrees of connection to their target language and culture. In 

fact, before determining the final categorization of HLLs who would participate in 

this investigation, I realized there were potential participants who had one parent 

from the United States and one from the Dominican Republic; another with  a 

Korean  mother and a father also from the Dominican Republic; and one more 

whose father is Puerto Rican, but whose mother is American. To ensure that the 

analysis was more descriptive of cases involving only Hispanic influence, apart 

from American of course, these individuals were excluded for the present study.  

 As shown in Table 18, first generation HLLs were born in a Spanish-

speaking country and arrived in the USA at age seven or older (HLL1, HLL6, 

HLL17, HLL24, HLL27, and HLL28).  HLL 25 was also born in a Spanish-speaking 

country, but his/her age of arrival is under two. Because this is a student that 

represents threshold, I decided to label this participant as 1
st
-2

nd
 generation.   

Individuals of second generation are labeled as such and these follow the regular 
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definition of what a second generation individual is according to Valdés’ 

continuum. Therefore, these faithfully follow Valdés model.  For HLLs whose both 

parents are Hispanic of different generation, I used a slash (/). For example, HL3, 

HL4, and HL15 are individuals who have one parent of second generation and one 

of third generation. This is why I gave them the marker 2
nd

/3
rd

. Because Valdés’ 

continuum illustrates speakers whose parents are of the same ethnicity, in my study 

I resorted to the denotation more or less (+/-) to refer to HL learners who have only 

one parent of Hispanic descent. Examples of these are HLL5 and HLL12 (+/- 3
rd

). 

Finally, HLL14 is a third generation whose description follows Valdés’ continuum 

pattern (see Figure 1 and Table 18).  
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Table 18 

Generation Classification of the HL Participants in This Study 

 

 

Number of               Generation               Generational Categorization  

Students          for this Investigation   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  6          (1
st
) First   Individuals born in a Hispanic  

        country.  

 (HLL1, HLL6, HLL17,      Age of arrival to the USA                                                                                      

HLL24, HLL27, HLL28)     is higher than seven. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  1    (1
st
-2

nd
) First/Second   Individuals born in a Hispanic  

         country.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 (HLL25)       Age of arrival to the USA is   

        under two. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

         

            4                                        (2
nd

) Second  (2
nd

) Second Follows Valdés’ 

continuum  criterion 

 (HLL10, HLL11,  

HLL13, HLL18) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  3    (2
nd

 /3
rd

 ) Second/Third   Individual whose one parent is  

        of  2
nd

   generation and another  

(HLL3, HLL4, HLL15)      of 3
rd

  generation  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2   (+/-3
rd

) +/-Third   Individual with only one 2
nd

   

        generation  Hispanic parent 

(HLL5, HLL12)      

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 1   (3
rd

) Third    Follows Valdés’ continuum  

        criterion 

       (HLL4)   

  

 Looking at the orthographic HLLs’ performance, I found that there is no 

direct correspondence between the students’ competence and their family generation 

(see Table 12 and Table 19). Results were remarkable in that +/- 2nd learners had an 

evident better handle of orthography compared to the students whose both parents 
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were Hispanic (2nd generation). This may be due to a greater need that learners of 

further generations from the first or second to resort to academic instruction as  

 

 
 

 

Figure 11. HL Orthographic Level of Inaccuracies in All Tasks by Generation 

 

English is likely the predominant language spoken at home. Similarly, a 3rd 

generation learner had better orthographic performance than 1st generation  

speakers. So, the level of error frequency is highest in the 1
st
 generation, then the 2

nd
 

followed by the 2nd
/3

rd a , and the +/-3
rd. 
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Table 19 

 

Generational Ties Correlated to Level of Orthographic Ungrammaticality 

 
 

                  

HL Students                                  Percentage of 

             Categorized by                                 Ungrammaticality                                                                                                                

 Group Generation                    by Generation 

_________________________________________________________________ 
   

 (1
st
) First Generation  (HLL1, HLL6, HLL17, HLL24, HLL27, HLL28)        36%  

 (1
st
-2

nd
) First/Second Generation   (HLL25)      6% 

  (2
nd

) Second Generation   (HLL10, HLL11, HLL13, HLL18)     24%  

     (2
nd

/3
rd

) Second/Third Generation  (HLL3, HLL4, HLL15)      21% 

  (+/-3
rd

) +/-Third Generation  (HLL5, HLL12)       11%   

 (3
rd

) Third Generation  (HLL14)         2%         

 

 

 From a morphological standpoint, however, there was a closer correspondence 

between students’ generational bond and their linguistic competence, with the exception 

of  the only third generation learner who only had a 1% of erroneus morphological 

production (see  Figure 12 and Table 20). In fact, there seems to be a correspondence in 

the opposite direction. The third generation speaker is the individual with the least error  

frequency in both categories. 
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Figure 12. HL Morphological Level of Inaccuracies in All Tasks by Generation 

 

 

 

Table 20 

 

Generational Ties Correlated to Level of Morphological Ungrammaticality 
 

                   

HL Students                                  Percentage of 

             Categorized by                                 Ungrammaticality                                                                                                                

 Group Generation                    by Generation 

_________________________________________________________________ 
   

 (1
st
) First Generation (HL1, HL6, HL17, HL24, HL27, HL28)         2%  

 (1
st
-2

nd
) First/Second Generation   (HL25)         2% 

 (2nd
) Second Generation   (HL10, HL11, HL13, HL18)      7%  

 (2
nd

/3
rd

) Second/Third Generation  (HL3, HL4, HL15)      9% 

 (+/-3
rd

) +/-Third Generation  (HL5, HL12)       8%   

 (3
rd

) Third Generation  (H14)         1%  
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Percentages drawn from the morphological analysis are very different from 

the orthographic ones, representing various levels of competence in different 

linguistic areas of Spanish. For clarification purposes, as was established in the 

beginning of this study, I am only considering written performance as the base for 

my results; not speech abilities. HLLs’ oral competence is likely to be  stronger than 

their written one as their speech is frequently native-like.                     
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

My research questions were: 1) Are there linguistic differences between the 

HL and L2 bilingual participants in terms of orthography and morphology? If so, 

what are the most conspicuous differences?  

 2) Is there a direct correspondence between the orthographic and 

morphological performance of the HLLs in this study and the generation to which 

they belong?  

 

5.1. Summary 

 

5.1.1. Comparison between HLLs and L2s Orthographic and Morphological 

Performance  

Are there linguistic differences between the HL and L2 bilingual participants 

in terms of orthography and morphology? If so, what are the most conspicuous 

differences? (see Table 14). There are indeed clear differences between these two 

groups of Spanish learners. HLLs showed a better grasp of morphology, while L2s 

presented much more hesitancy in this respect. On the other hand, as was 

hypothesized, L2s handled orthography better than HLLs. Although L2s bring 

English influence into their Spanish, they are mostly familiar with conventional 

Spanish forms taught in formal settings and do not face the challenging dilemma of 

selecting between two competing Spanish forms (conventional and unconventional). 

HLLs, on the contrary, apart from having English influence, face the challenge of 
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distinguishing between two styles of Spanish, the one they have learned informally 

at home and the formal one learned at the university. In spite of these challenges, 

HLLs show more development of tense, aspect and mood. Therefore, if HLLs excel 

more than L2s in Spanish morphology despite its complexity, how we can explain 

that their grades frequently do not represent their competence should we conclude 

that the teaching context in which they are grants more relevance to language 

aspects that they lack? Orthography may be a clear example of this.  

 

7%

21%
23%

16%

0,00%

5,00%

10,00%

15,00%

20,00%

25,00%

Morphology Orthography

HL L2

 
 

Figure 13. Comparison of Total Morphological and Orthographic Level of Error by HLLs 

and L2s Produced in All Tasks       

                                               

 HLLs have received much Spanish input at home, which L2s lack. 

Nevertheless, this input is given to them in an informal setting and may differ from 
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the Spanish variety used in class or in the material designed to teach it. So that 

HLLs have built and solidified linguistic sets that present difficulties in their 

learning as these sets differ from the preferred standard forms in academia. I think 

HLLs come to the Spanish classroom with non-standard association between sounds 

and graphemes and because the only formal instruction they have had is in English, 

they could be extrapolating English spelling onto their Spanish. The consistent 

informal learning setting at home creates a strong correlation between the sound 

frequencies and word meaning that HLLs interpret as standard. It is not until these 

learners are faced with Spanish forms “imposed” by formal instruction that they 

begin to understand that the standard variety requires a re-learning of phoneme-

grapheme correspondences, depending on the context in which they are used (e.g. 

valla “fence” vs. vaya “go” or *enchufle vs. enchufe “plug”). I think HLLs face the 

challenge of unlearning certain aspects of the Spanish they have assimilated by 

aural input at home to create or relearn new associations with them via written 

Spanish taught in formal settings. Moreover, as we saw in section 4.1.1 and 4.1 2, 

the fill-in-the-blank and dialogue results were conspicuously different. The fill -in-

the-blank exercise caused students to make fewer errors than with the dialogue task. 

The open-ended nature of the dialogue forced students to use longer expressions, as 

opposed to the fill-in-the-blank exercise, which limit their challenge to one word 

option per blank. Course curricula and lesson planning design should not be 

underestimated. Activities implemented in class (both open-ended and closed) 

should be thoughtfully devised as a tool to drive students out of their linguistic 
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comfort zone to target where their linguistic weaknesses are to, in turn, try to 

provide them with tools that can help them strengthen such weaknesses.  

 On the other hand, L2s have come in contact with Spanish via multiple types 

on input, not just oral and mainly/only within academic settings. So, they can make 

stronger associations between sounds and lexicon. The challenge of recognizing 

linguistic features is increased, though, when they have to form more complex 

verbal structures that are highly subjective and can only be understood after many 

years of input, giving time for these structures to mature in the L2s’ Spanish 

grammatical repertoire.    

Because HLLs have had more opportunities than L2s to receive input in 

Spanish, they have a superior grasp of morpho-syntactic structures. In this study, their 

morphological performance showed that HLLs perceive the need for conjugated verbs 

when introduced by the conjunction que as opposed to L2s, who repeatedly produced 

tokens of infinitives when a conjugated verb was needed and vice versa.  

Morphological differences between the HL and L2 patterns in this study indicate a 

more mature set of morphological usages among HLLs as a result of the more 

consistent input, albeit informal, they have had.  

Learners of Spanish of Hispanic backgrounds do come into the classroom 

with linguistic advantages, regardless of whether or not this is reflected in their 

grades. On the other hand, orthography and morphology are not the only two aspects 

of Spanish that should be considered for HL course design. However, the tendencies 

found in the results of the orthographic and morphological analysis in this study 

provide evidence that the often poor performance of HLLs in Spanish courses, 
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despite their strong command of morphology may very well be due to the tendency 

to view HL teaching through an L2 or L1 teaching perspective. I agree with 

Montrul’s  suggestion that L2 learners of Spanish share similarities with children 

learning their L1 since they do not have prior Spanish knowledge, and that  HL 

students learning standard Spanish in college share similarities with adults learning 

an L2 because they start their formal education in standard Spanish after their 

previous non-standard or contact variety of Spanish “is fully in place” (27). 

Moreover, HLLs’ Spanish acquisition does not only involve two forms of Spanish—

the one learned though oral input at home and the one learned in college—but, 

added to this challenge, their Spanish has consistently been competing with English, 

which is the language of most frequent use in their lives. 

Strong oral competence among HLLs is not reflected in their academic scores 

because the tendency in typical language courses (this would not be the case in a 

conversational class of course) is to assign more weight to written skills grades than 

to other language aspects. Alicia’s testimony is a reflection of this: “Once I reached 

the university, it was difficult for me in Spanish classes…  I knew how to read and 

write, but I missed all the accent marks. It was also difficult for me to understand why 

some rules were used. I knew the answers, but I didn’t know why”
 17

 (Appendix B). 

Laura also states about her personal experience learning her HL at the university:  

It has been very long since my family is here. . . Ever since I came into this 

 world the main language in my home was English. Everything was in English 

                                                           
17

 “Al llegar a la universidad, se me hizo un poco difícil en las clases de español . . . Yo sabía leer y 

escribir en español, pero me comía todos los acentos. También se me hizo difícil entender porque ciertas 

reglas se usaban. Sabia una respuesta, pero no sabia porque.” 
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 except at church and with my grandmother . . . I would understand a lot 

 because I would hear things at home . . . and also at church because I always 

 attended church in Spanish . . . So that I learned many forms of verbs and 

 much vocabulary, but many times I didn’t know what they meant .”
18

 

 (Appendix A)  

In a similar way that L1s know how to use the language but do not necessarily know  

the grammar rules involved, HLLs learn Spanish in an informal naturalistic way. The 

difficulties they have in Spanish classes lie, however, in the fact that they have been 

brought up in a bilingual context; not in a monolingual one as Spanish L1s who learn 

Spanish in their country of birth. This places HLLs at a double disadvantage in the 

American Spanish classroom because, while L2s also may not be able to know how to 

explain why an English construction is what it is, they only have had one target 

language in their surroundings and not two languages that compete with each other. 

Moreover, a great majority of Spanish instruction L2s receive is formal and 

conventional, which gives them the necessary tools to be able to explain Spanish 

grammar conventions and comply with academic requirements in their Spanish 

classes.  

Furthermore, as mentioned in section 1.4.2.2, the “puristic” philosophy that 

disregards dialectal or rural variations of Spanish and only accepts the variation used 

in textbooks poses an additional challenge for HLLs. Although more and more we are 

seeing that Spanish textbooks attempt to include diverse Spanish variations as 

                                                           
18

 “Hace mucho tiempo que mi familia está aquí y así que el inglés ha tenido mayor influencia en la lengua 

de mi familia. Cuando yo llegué a este mundo la lengua principal en mi casa era el inglés. Todo era inglés 

menos en la iglesia y con mi abuela . . .  Yo entendía español bastante bien porque yo oía cosas en mi casa 

. . .  y también en iglesia porque yo siempre asistía a una iglesia en español . . . Así que aprendí muchas 

formas de verbos y mucho vocabulario, pero muchas veces sin saber lo que significaban.” 
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marginal cultural information on their pages, Spanish program design must take this 

important aspect of HL learning into consideration to allow students to understand 

different dialectal and formality Spanish codes.  

The limitations in my study were found in reconciling Valdés continuum, 

whose nature is abstract, to the actual written competence of HLLs in the 

investigation. In spite of this shortcoming, however, my findings are a contribution 

to the applied linguistics field because they provide substantial reason to understand 

the need for distinction between HL and L2 teaching. They suggest that there is an 

imperative need to find ways to accommodate course curricula that will help HLLs 

develop structures beginning from points upon which they can build more Spanish 

knowledge and linguistic competence rather than to continue viewing HL teaching 

as a one-size-fits-all type of instruction. If we continue to fit HL teaching in an L2 

box, we are wasting academic opportunities which could provide HLLs with 

linguistic tools that not only will help them understand more about their own 

culture, but that also will help them achieve higher levels of Spanish competence 

and will prepare them for a professional world with more opportunities.  

 Language instructors also need to be aware of the implications of making a 

priori assumptions about HLLs oral performance. I think it is helpful to understand 

that there are two levels of competence to take into consideration; that of speech and 

that of written language. Contemplating HLLs through this lens in our classes will 

contribute to eliminate the stigma connected to HLLs’ ethnicity and grade 

achievement. Their lack of success in Spanish, many times, is not due to HL 

students’ cognitive capabilities. I must call to mind what Lynch indicates about this 
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population of HL learners, He notes that these learners “must be at the core—

instead of the periphery—of our endeavors” (40). And that “[r]ather than 

considering them as exceptions to the rule of Spanish loss in the U.S., we must look 

to them to guide us in elaborating the theoretical models, empirical research 

methodologies, and pedagogical principles of the ever-changing situation of Spanish 

in this nation in the twenty-first century” (40).  The results and descriptions 

provided in this investigation can be a guiding contribution in understanding 

pragmatic and relevant aspects in the context of HL teaching and learning.  HL 

students show to be a population with two levels of literacy one oral and another 

written (bi-literacy). Language ideologies, as used in the linguistic anthropological 

field, are the notions “of person and the social group, as well as such fundamental social 

institutions as religious ritual, child socialization, gender relations, the nation-state, 

schooling, and law.” (Woolard 3) play a relevant role in how HLs can be shaped in 

language departments across the U.S. Valdés, González, García, and Márquez in 

“Language Ideology: The Case of Spanish in Departments of Foreign Languages” 

describe a study carried out in a total of five different departments of Spanish and 

uncovered a dominant discourse around the notion of the monolingual, educated native 

speaker, which appeared to justify the place and status of members of the departments.” 

(7). Apart from this notion, these scholars noted expressions articulated by members of 

these departments that revealed “strong negative evaluations of the Spanish spoken by 

US Latinos. US Latinos, in turn, expressed strong resentments about the evaluation of 

their Spanish by members of the department.” (8). No doubt the maintenance of HLs in 
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the U.S.  greatly depends on language ideologies that shape the teaching and learning 

context which surrounds them. 

5.1.2. Correspondence between HLLs’ Orthographic and Morphological 

Performance and Their generational Ties 

The correspondence between HLLs’ orthographic competence and their 

generation did not prove to be consistent with Valdés’ continuum. It rather showed 

correspondence towards the opposite direction. It was a third generation speaker who 

had the most advanced orthographic performance. Morphologically, however, there 

was a closer correspondence with HLLs’ generation, although, again, a third 

generation individual performed notably better than the rest of HLLs in this respect 

also. As we saw in chapter one, the title heritage to refer to Spanish courses for 

Hispanic learner has a strong referential value from an ethnic perspective, but not 

necessarily from a linguistic one. In fact, generational distance from immigration may 

impact the learning of HL students, who voluntarily want to learn the language of 

their heritage, especifically if their learning involves factors such contact with native-

speakers, amount of formal schooling in the language. 

HL learners are likely to fossilize orthographic errors due to the frequent and 

consistent naturalistic input they receive. On the other hand, ungrammaticalities are 

frequently unnoticed by their interlocutors because they are phonetically similar or 

identical to other sounds that have different meanings (e.g. a cerca “to close” to 

mean acerca “about” or va a ser “it is going to be” vs. *va hacer “*goes to do”). 

Morphological fossilization is less frequent than orthographic among the HL 

population likely because morphological subtleties are reinforced through real and 
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frequent contextual settings and frequency in which they are captured either 

consciously or subconsciously by these speakers.    
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5.2. Future Studies 

It would be interesting to consider other tense sequence patterns for future 

studies in HL acquisition, considering HL subjects used the imperfect subjunctive in 

place of the conditional much more frequently than L2s. (e.g. Aunque you fuera 

millonaria, yo lavaría los platos “Even if I were rich, I would do the dishes” vs. 

Aunque yo fuera millonaria, yo *lavara los platos “*Even if I were rich I did the 

dishes”. Or, Si nosotros fuéramos millonarios no tendríamos que hacer esas tareas 

“If we were rich, we wouldn’t have to do those chores” vs. Si nosotros fuéramos 

millonarios, no *tuvieramos que hacer esas tareas “If we were rich, we *didn’t 

have to do those chores”, etc.). My findings are similar to those found by Silva-

Corvalán and Lynch in the sense that there is a simplification in the Spanish 

grammatical system of bilingual speakers. While Silva-Corvalán found grammatical 

simplification by means of subjunctive elimination, Lynch found simplification 

cases very similar to the ones I found here—elimination of the conditional 

(Collentine 76-77).  HLLs tend to eliminate the conditional by substituting it for the 

imperfect subjunctive. For example: Si nosotros fuéramos millonarios, no 

*tuvieramos que hacer esas tareas. Lynch found identical samples of simplification 

among Cuban American in Miami. These HL speakers ranged from 1
st
 to 3

rd
 

generation. The simplification Lynch found in this HL population was identical to 

what I found through the data I collected: Si fuera rico, *comprara una casa instead 

of the proper structure Si fuera rico, comparía una casa.   

Also, with Spanish hypothetical si (if), L2 learners used the present 

subjunctive many more times than the HL participants. Spanish does not allow the 
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combination si+ ‘Present Subjunctive’. It is however acceptable with the “imperfect 

subjunctive’. For example; Si sacas (present indicative, second person singular of 

sacar “to take out”) la basura… “If you take out the garbage…” and not *Si saques 

(present subjunctive, second person singular of sacar “to take out”) la basura…“*If 

should you take out the garbage. . . ” It is an interesting element to be analyzed not 

only  because of UG implications, but also because, as in Silva-Corvalán study, 

there is evidence that suggests the subjunctive is one of the first grammatical 

structures to disappear in the linguistic repertoire of bilingual speakers of Spanish 

(Collentine 84). Furthermore, these structures lend themselves to an 

interdisciplinary analysis. From a sociolinguistic perspective, these language 

simplification features may reveal that their usage is so predominant among Spanish 

bilinguals in the U.S., that they could very well become accepted as a standard 

Spanish form in the American context. From a linguistic anthropological view, these 

structures could be connected to investigations of hierarchies in the workplace, 

similar to that carried out in five language departments by Valdés and other 

scholars. Undoubtedly, these linguistic patterns are an open door to the development 

of  HL literature and other disciplines.     
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APPENDIX A
*
 

Un proceso arduo 

 

     Me llamo Laura Hernández y soy puertorriqueña. Nací y fue criada en Nueva Jersey. 

Mi padre nació en Puerto Rico y vino a Nueva Jersey cuando tenía 12 años. Mi madre 

nació en Filadelfia; su madre vino aquí cuando tenía 14 años. Hace mucho tiempo que mi 

familia está aquí y así que el inglés ha tenido mayor influencia en la lengua de mi familia. 

Yo soy la menor de 3 hijas. Cuando yo llegué a este mundo la lengua principal en mi casa 

era el inglés. Todo era inglés menos en la iglesia y con mi abuela. Cuando yo era una 

niña, no quería hablar español para nada. Yo tenía mucho miedo porque sabía que era 

algo diferente y se pronunciaba diferente. Yo entendía español bastante bien porque yo 

oía cosas en mi casa como “vete arriba y busca mis pejuelos” y también en iglesia porque 

yo siempre asistía a una iglesia en español. Yo cantaba corritos como Jesús está pasando 

por aquí y Somos los niños del ejercito de Dios. Así que aprendí muchas formas de 

verbos y mucho vocabulario, pero muchas veces sin saber lo que significaban. A veces leí 

la Biblia en español pero yo no podía escribir. No fue hasta que entré en high school que 

decidí estudiar el español con el fin de poder hablar español algún día.  

     Aunque tenía miedo de hablar en mi casa, saque buenas notas en las clases de español 

porque pude empezar del principio y aplicar lo que sabía con lo que aprendía. Decidí 

estudiar español en la universidad por razones prácticas y personales. Seguí aprendiendo, 

pero todavía no podía hablar muy bien y tenía problemas con el imperfecto, subjuntivo, y 

otras construcciones de verbos, los cuales no recuerdo los nombres. Todavía tenía un 

problema con hablar porque el énfasis en todas mis clases era leer y escribir. En el verano 

entrando en mi cuarto año de estudio decidí ir a Puerto Rico por un mes. Me fue útil 

porque pude hablar en español porque tenía que hacerlo. Todavía tengo un miedo de 

hablar español, pero no se puede comparar con el que tenía. Es extraño pero muchas 

veces no se si quiero decir ¿cuándo llegahte? o ¿cuándo llegaste y también cosas como 

etá mojao o está mojado. Mi familia bromea y dice que yo sueno como si fuera de otro 

país; muchos no entienden que yo aprendí el español en la escuela y por eso hablo 

diferente. 

     En la universidad estudie italiano y me encantó muchísimo. Me sorprendí de las 

semejanzas entre el italiano y el español. Mientras estudié en la universidad yo decidí 

seguir con el español porque yo sé que no estoy al nivel que quisiera estar. Yo quiero 

aprender portugués e italiano también. Para mi es importante poder hablar español porque 

desde que era niña sentí desconectada de mi cultura porque no podía hablar la lengua. Yo 

quiero ser maestra de español porque yo se que aprender una lengua es un proceso 

continuo y arduo, como lo fue para mi, o pa’ mi como dicen los puertorriqueños.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
*
 This was typed by the heritage speaker. All errors are left as they were written originally, but were 

underlined for analysis purposes. 
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APPENDIX B
*
 

Mi Vida, Familia 

 

 Yo, Alicia Núñez nací en el pueblo de Ponce en Puerto Rico. Siempre me  acuerdo 

de los obstáculos que enfrentaron mis padres al viajar de Puerto Rico al los Estados 

Unidos.  Mis padres decidieron que querían que sus hijos aprendieran un segundo idioma. 

Al mismo tiempo ellos deseaban que nosotros prosperemos en nuestras vidas. Venir a los 

estados Unidos no fue una movida fácil para mis padres. Mis hermanas, hermano, y yo 

éramos muy pequeños y por lo tanto la mudanza no nos afecto tanto. Con el tiempo y 

mientras madurábamos en edad, nos fuimos dando cuanta que a pesar del tiempo mi 

padres extraña su patria inmensamente. Mi padre sueña volver a Puerto Rico y construir 

una casa en donde se pueda retira. 

 Mi familia llego a los Estados Unidos en el año 1985. Aunque en ese tiempo 

había muchos hispanos en Filadelfia, siempre había problemas con nuestra cultura. Mi 

familia sufrió mucho porque mi padre no conseguía trabajo por causa de la barrera del 

lenguaje. Este problema es sumamente desafortunado para muchas familias. Al irnos del 

Puerto Rico dejamos a nuestra familia, pero siempre con el deseo de un día poder volver. 

 Como llegue a los Estados Unidos a una edad muy pequeña considero que fui 

criada en Filadelfia. Mis costumbres en Filadelfia han sido bellas. Siempre me acuerdo de 

lo difícil que ha sido para mis padres aprender ingles. Mis hermanas, hermano, y yo 

aprendimos ha hablar el ingles en la escuela. Mis padres no podían ayudarnos porque no 

entendían la tarea.  

 Pienso que al ser pequeños pudimos aprender ingles rápidamente. Pero en la casa 

las cosas no cambiaban. Siempre se hablaba español, pero entre nosotros, mis hermanos, 

empezamos ha hablarnos ingles. Con el tiempo, preferimos usar el ingles que el español. 

 Poco a poco empezamos ha hablar el Spanglish en la casa. Empezábamos 

hablándole español a nuestros padres y terminábamos en ingles. Se convirtió en la lengua 

nueva para nosotros. Al llegar a la universidad, se me hizo un poco difícil en las clases de 

español. Teníamos que hablar en español,  pero siempre terminaba hablado Spanglish. Ya 

es una costumbre difícil de dejar. Yo sabía leer y escribir en español, pero me comía 

todos los acentos. También se me hizo difícil entender porque ciertas reglas se usaban. 

Sabia una respuesta, pero no sabia porque. Al no aprender la lengua en la escuela siento 

que pedí la oportunidad de entender mi lengua por completo. 

 Me acuerdo también que durante mi niñez, mi familia trataba de convertir una 

palabra en español hacia una palabra en ingles añadiéndole una que otras letras. Yo 

siempre me reía pero no sabía que era algo normal. Muchas personas lo hacen cuando no 

saben traducir una palabra. No fue hasta que empecé a tomar clases de español que me 

entere de tantas cosas que pasan o que hacen los latinos al llegar a los Estados Unidos. 

 Lo mas cómico para mi fue la palabra enchufe. Siempre decíamos “enchufle.” 

Cuando vi esa palabra en el libro de una clase me acuerdo que dije, “esta palabra esta mal 

escrita.” Que sorpresa al enterarme que durante toda mi vida estuve diciendo esa palabra 

incorrectamente. Cuando les dije a mis padres ellos también pensaron que estaba 

mal. Ellos al igual que yo pensaban que eran enchufle. Mis hermanas decían que la 

                                                           
*
 This was typed by the heritage speaker. All errors are left as they were written originally, but were 

underline for analysis purposes. 
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palabra correcta se oía extraña. Esa fue la palabra que mas capto mi atención. Al fin y al 

cambo aprendí una lección valiosa. 

 Ahora estoy terminado mi bachillerato en la universidad de Temple y en realidad 

quiero explorar mi lengua en más detalle. Pienso que es una lengua especial y que es 

parte de mi vida. Sin mi lengua dejaría de ser quien soy. 
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APPENDIX C 

Consent Form 

“Written Discourse Production of Bilingual Learners of Spanish: a Comparison between 
Heritage and Non-Heritage Speakers” 

Introduction 

You have been invited to participate in a research study titled “Written Discourse Production of Bilingual 
Learners of Spanish: a Comparison between Heritage and Non-Heritage Speakers”. This study is being 
conducted by Samia Abdul Bagi slabo@temple.edu under the supervision of Dr. Gerardo Augusto 
Lorenzino (215-204-6035) from the Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Temple University, 
Philadelphia. 
 
Selection of Subjects  
Because this study analyses written production in Spanish of bilingual speakers, you are being asked to 
participate in it because of your bilingual skills in the English and Spanish languages.   

Volunteer Status 

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from this study at 
any time without penalty or any effect on grade in this class.  

Purpose and Procedure 

The purpose of this study is to compare written production by bilingual students both heritage (Hispanic 
background) and non-heritage (non-Hispanic background) by collecting one written assignment from 10 
to 15 minutes long once a week throughout the semester.  
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to carry out varied writing activities. These activities will 
take between 10 to 15 minutes from one class period weekly. You will also be asked to fill out a 
questionnaire. All information will be anonymous and will be kept completely confidential. 
 

Time Commitment 
Your instructor will allow me to visit your class once a week for periods that range from 10 to 15 
minutes. It will not be necessary to meet outside class time. 
 
Risks 
There are no risks associated with this study.  
 

Benefits 
There will be no a financial compensation, but you will play a role in contributing to the development of the 
language teaching-learning field literature. Extra credit will be given to all students in the class whether they 
participate in the study or not. 
 

Confidentiality 
No names will be revealed at any time. Pseudonyms will be assigned to students when necessary. 
 

For Further Information 
"I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research subject, I may contact 
Richard Throm, Program Manager & Coordinator at Office of the Vice President for Research of Temple 
University by phoning (215) 707-8757."    
Your signature below will indicate that you have decided to volunteer as a research participant; that your questions 
have been answered satisfactorily; and that you have read the information provided above. You agree to 
participate in the research study described above. You will receive a copy of this form. 

_______________________________  ______________________ 
Signature of Participant     Date 

________________________________  ______________________ 
Signature of person obtaining consent   Date 

mailto:slabo@temple.edu
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APPENDIX D 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Thank you for participating in this effort to achieve a better understanding of your attitudes 

and expectations towards foreign language study. This survey is part of a dissertation which can be a 

contribution to the language teaching field, more specifically heritage language instruction and 

learning. Your responses to this questionnaire are an essential part of our endeavor to make heritage 

language courses as useful as possible. We ask you to give us your name because it is necessary for us to 

be able to identify individual respondents.  However, you can rest assured that your identity will not be 

released for any purpose.  

 

PART I 

 
Name 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Birthday (MM/DD/YY) 

___________________________________________________________ 

Sex   M  F 

Course enrollment:    Spanish 209   Spanish 204   

College of enrollment: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Year of enrollment:  Freshman    Sophomore    Junior      Senior      Graduate   

 Non-degree 

Background:    Hispanic Heritage                        Non- Hispanic     

                               Speaker                                             Heritage Speaker          

If Heritage Speaker of other language/s, please specify which one(s)? ___________________  

  
I. Language background 

1.    What is your native language? _______________________________________ 
 

2.    If other than English, indicate the level of formal education you have received in your native language. 
 

    none 
    elementary school (K-5)  
    middle school (6-8) 
    high school(9-12) 

 

3.    Do you speak any language(s) other than English with family or friends? 

        No    Yes.          If yes, which one(s)? ____________________________ 

 

4.    What foreign language(s) –including English as a Second/Foreign Language– have you previously studied at 
school? 

 
Other language #1: _______________________________ 
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  Studied in pre-high school How long? _____  
  Studied in high school How long? _____ 
  Studied in college/university How long? _____ 
  Studied/lived abroad How long? _____ 
 
Other language #2: _______________________________ 
  Studied in pre-high school How long? _____  
  Studied in high school How long? _____ 
  Studied in college/university How long? _____ 
  Studied/lived abroad How long? _____ 
 
Other language #3: _______________________________ 
  Studied in pre-high school How long? _____  
  Studied in high school How long? _____ 
  Studied in college/university How long? _____ 
  Studied/lived abroad How long? _____ 

 

 
II. Language Study at Temple 

Indicate below the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
views about foreign language study at the University. S
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5.       I think heritage speakers will profit in the same way from non-heritage 
Spanish classes as they will from heritage ones. 

     

6. I would study Spanish even if it weren’t a requirement.      

7. I’m really looking forward to taking this Spanish course in which I am 
enrolled. 

     

8.  I think Spanish classes should have different approaches depending on 
the students.  This is, one approach should be given to Spanish students with 
Hispanic background and another to those who have non-Hispanic 
background. 

     

 

Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9.  Please check the option that best describes how you were placed in the course. 
 
 I completed the previous levels and this was the next logical level to take. 
 By the results of my placement test. 
 Because I believed that I should start at lower level to refresh the fundamentals.                  
 I had to repeat the course. 
 

     Other (Please explain):   

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Which of the five foreign language skills indicated below are the least/the most important to you?  
Please indicate their importance to you by rating each of them individually on a scale from 1 (low 
importance) to 5  (high importance). 
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a) Everyday conversational competence (pronunciation, speaking and understanding) 

low         high 

  1 2 3 4 5 
 
b) Listening comprehension (audio tapes, CD, TV, films, etc.) 

low         high 

  1 2 3 4 5 
 

c) Reading comprehension (short excerpts, dialogues, cultural information, etc.) 

 low         high 

  1 2 3 4 5 
 

d) Writing skills (short descriptions and narratives, letters, etc.) 

 low         high 

  1 2 3 4 5 
 

    e) Cultural competence (understanding of culture/traditions/history) 

low         high 

  1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  Indicate all of the following that motivated your enrollment in this Spanish course: 

  It fulfills my (undergraduate/graduate) graduation requirement 
  It’s a recommended/required component of my intended major/minor 
  It’s a useful supplementary skill for future career/employment 
  I plan to minor/major in the language 
  The language is part of my family heritage 
  I want to visit/live in a country where the language is spoken 
  I want to learn the language for my own pleasure 
  I’m interested in reading literature in the original language 
  I need to learn the language to understand the culture (cinema, art, music, literature) of countries 

where it is spoken 
  Spanish has become increasingly important in the United States. 
  I want to speak the language with native speakers I know.  
 
Other 

reason(s):______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  What letter grade do you expect to earn in this course?   ______________________      

How much time outside of class do you expect to spend on average per week to achieve this grade (e.g. on 
homework, lab work, class preparation, etc.)?    

  less than an hour per week 
  l1-2 hours per week 
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  3-4 hours per week  
  5-6 hours per week 
  7-8 hours per week  
 Over 8 hours per week  

 
13. Do you plan to continue your study of Spanish in the future?  

   Yes     No      Don’t know 

 Why/Why not? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

14. Indicate all of the following that would motivate you to continue with this language. 

   My grade     
   My desire to make new friends 
   My progress in the course    
   I want to understand my family’s culture better   
   My enjoyment of the course   
   The importance Spanish has gained through the years 
   The teacher 
 

Other factors: 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
III. Language Proficiency Expectations 

Indicate below the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
expectations about what you will be able to realistically achieve. 
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15. By the end of this semester, I will be able to talk about general topics and 
express my feelings and opinions. 

     

 
III. Language Proficiency Expectations 

Indicate below the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
expectations about what you will be able to realistically achieve. S
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16. By the end of this semester, I will be able to write creatively, and express my 
opinions or feelings. 

     

17. By the end of this semester, I will have mastered Spanish grammar.       

         18.   By the end of this semester, my Spanish pronunciation will be near native.      

19.   By the end of this semester, I will be able to understand a movie/TV program in 
Spanish without subtitles. 

     

20. By the end of this semester, I will be able to understand reading passages on 
familiar topics with the help of a glossary/dictionary. 
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21. By the end of this semester, I will be able to understand a 
newspaper/magazine article or short story with minimal use of a 
glossary/dictionary. 

     

22.  By the end of this semester, I will have a good knowledge of traditions, customs      
and beliefs of people in countries where Spanish is spoken.      

23. By the end of this semester, I will be able to manage travel arrangements 
(hotel, car rental, etc.) in the language. 

 

    

24.    By the end of this semester, I will be able to order in restaurants and   make 
purchases in Spanish.                

     

25.   By the end of this semester, I will be able to behave in an appropriate way to a 
wide range of social situations.       

 
26.  Do you plan to continue your study of Spanish after this semester?   Yes    No      Not sure
 Why/Why not?  
______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

27.  Do you plan to study a different language in the future?    Yes       No      Not sure  Which one/s/ 
Why/Why not?  
______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

28.  Do you have plans to study abroad at some time in the future?  Yes       No        Not sure  
 Where/ Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

29.  What would you change about the Spanish courses you have taken until now?  Why and how? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
30. Indicate below the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
views about your Spanish learning in this course. 
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a) I find in-class speaking activities useful      

b) I find written activities useful      

 
31. Indicate below the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
views about your Spanish learning in this course. 
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c) I find reading activities useful      

d) I find the textbook useful      
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e) I find the workbook useful      

f) I find culture related activities useful      

g) My writing skills tend to improve more than my oral skills      

h) My oral skills tend to improve more than my writing skills      

i)  I feel I remain at the same level after each Spanish course I take         

j)  I find culture related activities to be more useful than grammar activities      

k) I find grammar activities to be more useful than cultural activities      

l) I prefer writing activities over oral activities      

 

Comments: 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 32. Indicate the extent to which the grades you have received in previous Spanish courses matched your expectations 

at the beginning of the course. 
  

  Much lower than you expected 
  Lower than you expected 
  About what you expected 
  Higher than you expected 
  Much higher than you expected 

 
   33.  Indicate all of the factors listed below that helped you attain your grade in the course 

 
  Previous preparation (e.g. high school, study abroad) 
  Time spent studying outside of class 
  Quality of instruction 
  Methods of instruction 
  Instructor's expectations of students 
  Course materials (book, media, etc.) 
  Interaction with instructor outside of class 
  Interaction with native speakers outside of class 
  My personality (e.g. outgoing, etc.) 
  My aptitude for language learning 

 
Other factors (please 

explain):_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

34. Considering previous experience, what do you think could improve your grades in Spanish courses? Indicate all 
that apply. 

 
 Time spent studying outside of class 
 Quality of instruction 
 Methods of instruction 
 Instructor's expectations of students 
 Interaction with native speakers outside of class 
 Interaction with instructor outside of class 

 My learning strategies 
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 Traveling to a Spanish speaking country 
 

Other changes (please explain): 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

35.  How much time outside of class do you tend to spend on average per week in the study of Spanish (e.g. on 
       homework, lab work, class preparation, etc.)? 

 
 less than an hour per week  
 1-2 hours per week  
 3-4 hours per week  
 5-6 hours per week  
 7-8 hours per week 
 Over 8 hours per week  

  
36. Why are you learning Spanish at the university level? Indicate all that apply. 

 personal satisfaction  
 better job opportunities  
 to make friends  
 to be closer to my relatives who mostly speak Spanish  
 to impress others 

  
37.   Do you intentionally look for opportunities to speak Spanish? Indicate all that apply. 

 at school 
 at work 
 with friends 
 anywhere I am  
 I never look for such opportunities 

 
38.   Do you want to learn your family’s dialect or any other Spanish dialect as long as you are able to communicate in 

Spanish? Circle the most appropriate one. 
a.    I definitely want to learn my family’s dialect 
b. I  want to learn different dialects at the same time 
c. I don’t care which dialect I learn as long as I improve my Spanish 
d.    I prefer a standard/international Spanish sort which is not associated with any specific dialect   

 
39.   If you come across a situation in which a Spanish speaker who only speaks Spanish needs help communicating 

with someone who does not speak Spanish at all.  What would you do? Circle the most appropriate one. 
a.    try to avoid the situation by ignoring what is happening and keep on going 
b.    stop to try to help only if it seems absolutely necessary 
c.    stop to help even if it is not necessary 
d.    hope this type of situation would happen frequently 

   
40.   How important do you consider Spanish to be in the USA?  Circle the most appropriate one. 

a.   indispensable 
b.   very important 
c.   important 
d.   not important 

 
41.   Among the people who speak Spanish that you know, the majority are…? Circle the most appropriate one. 

a.   older people 
b.   young people 
c.   about the same 
d.   I have never associated Spanish to any specific generation 
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42.  Do you associate Spanish mostly with young people or with older generations? Circle the most appropriate one. 
a. mostly with old generations 
b. mostly with young generations 
c. with both 
d. I do not associate Spanish with any particular generation 

 
43.  When you carry out an ATM transaction or read instructions on a package, what language do you normally select? 
       Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. English 
b. Spanish 
c. other 
d. it varies 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

44.  Do you inhibit yourself from speaking Spanish when you are with or around native Spanish speakers because you  
       think they speak Spanish different from you? Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. always 
b. sometimes 
c. rarely 
d. never 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
45.  If you compare your Spanish competence/knowledge to that of a native speaker, what do you think you could 
       conclude? Circle the most appropriate one.  
 a.     there is no difference  

b.     there are differences, but you don’t know exactly what they are 
c.     there are certain differences but they do not impede any communication 
d.     you mix English with Spanish and they do not 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

46.  Do you consider your Spanish grammar skills to be the same as that of a Spanish native speaker who only speak  
       Spanish? Circle the most appropriate one. 
 a.     yes 

b.     no 
 c.     I don’t know 

d.     I have never thought about it 
 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
47.  Do you inhibit yourself from speaking Spanish in front of other people because…? Circle the most appropriate  
       one. 

a. you are afraid your Spanish is not good enough  
b. Spanish is not an official language in the USA  
c. Spanish is not a language that you want to be associated with  
d.  you feel much more comfortable speaking English than Spanish  

 e.      you don’t inhibit yourself from speaking Spanish, but you look for opportunities to do so   
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Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
47. What is the possible reason for your answer in question number 47? Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. my family always made sure that I spoke Spanish at home  
b. my family mostly spoke English at home and I did  not get to practice Spanish enough  
c. I did not want to learn Spanish when I was growing up even though my family tried to teach me it because 

I did not think Spanish was useful  
d. even though I have tried, I don’t think I will ever learn it well enough  

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
48. Do your family and you speak Spanish at home? Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. always 
b. most of the time 
c. rarely 
d. never 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
49. Do you consider Spanish in the classroom to be enough for you to develop your Spanish skills in general? 

Circle the most appropriate one. 
a.  yes, for all aspects of the language (written, oral, listening, reading, etc.) 
b.  just in some areas, not all 
c.  after each semester is over, my Spanish stays at the same level, it does not improve  
d.  not sure 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
50. Apart from school, where else do you intentionally speak or are in contact with Spanish or Spanish speaking 

people? Circle the most appropriate one. 
a.   everywhere 
b.   at work 
c.   only with family and friends 
d.   nowhere 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
51. You became interested in learning Spanish. Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. ever since you were little 
b. after you came in contact with relatives or someone who inspired you to do so 
c. after traveling to a Spanish speaking country 
d. I am not interested, I just need to fulfill an academic requirement 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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52. Do you watch Spanish TV? Circle the most appropriate one. 
a. frequently 
b. sometimes 
c. rarely 
d. never 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
53. Do you listen to Spanish radio? Circle the most appropriate one. 

a. frequently 
b. sometimes 
c. rarely 
d. never 

Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
54. How many dialects (accents) of Spanish are you familiar with and have no difficulty understanding?  

a. I can understand any, but am only able to produce one  
b. I understand some not any 
c. I can only understand my family’s dialect 
d. I don’t think this is important 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
55. When you speak Spanish do you use different levels of formality depending on the person with whom you 

are talking?   
a. yes, I think this is important 
b. yes, but I don’t know how to use them 
c. no, I don’t know the difference 
d. no, I don’t think it is necessary 

Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
56. When you are with friends or family, who speak both English and Spanish, what language do you like to use?  

a. I prefer only English 
b. I prefer only Spanish 
c. about the same  
d. I constantly mix the two  

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
57. Do you think it is necessary for you to travel to a Spanish speaking country to improve your Spanish skills?  

a. absolutely yes 
b. maybe 
c. absolutely no 
d. I don’t know 
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Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
58. Have your Spanish instructors taken you out of the classroom to carry out language activities in “real life” 

Spanish 
        contexts, such as community services, interviews or conversations with native Spanish speakers?  

a. every time I take a Spanish class 
b. sometimes  
c. very few times 
d. never 

 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
PART II 

 
 (For this part of the questionnaire, please feel free to add an extra sheet of paper if you need to expand your 
ideas. If you do, please make sure you include the question number next to your answers for reference): 
 
1. Where were you born? (If born outside of the U.S., please state your age of arrival to the U.S.)  

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Where was your mother born? (If born outside of the U.S., please state if she lives or has lived in the U.S. and her age 

of arrival to the U.S.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Where was your father born? (If born outside of the U.S., please state if he lives or has lived in the U.S. and his age of 

arrival to the U.S.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Where were your grandparents on your mother’s side born? (If born outside of the U.S., please state if they live or 
have lived in the U.S. and their age of arrival to the U.S.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Where were your grandparents on your father’s side born? (If born outside of the U.S., please state if they live or have 
lived in the U.S. and their age of arrival to the U.S.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Do you have any siblings?              Yes_____  No_____ 
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a. If yes, according to you, who speaks Spanish better between you and your siblings? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Why do you think is/are the reason/s for this? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Have you lived in the United States all your life? Yes_____  No_____ 

a. If no, please specify where else you have lived and how long? (Here you can include trips that you have 
taken to any Spanish speaking country even if they were for short periods of time) 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What language do you use the most at home? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What language do you use the most outside of home? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  Do you feel more comfortable speaking English or Spanish?  English_____ 
 Spanish_____ 

If you answered English to question “8”, answer question “10a” and ignore question “10b”.  

a. Are there certain times when you feel more comfortable using Spanish? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you answered Spanish for “8”, answer question 10b and ignore question 10a. 

b. Are there certain times when you feel more comfortable using English? Why?  

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. If you have had contact with Spanish outside of a school environment (e.g. family, friends, work, etc.), would you 
consider it is like the Spanish you are learning at the university? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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12. What do you consider to be the most difficult aspect of Spanish to learn? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. What do you consider to be the easiest aspect of Spanish to learn? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

14. According to you, what is/are your Spanish strongest point/s? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

15. According to you, what is/are your Spanish weakest point/s? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

a. How do you think you can improve it/them? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

16. If you were to choose from the following Spanish courses to register in, which one would you choose: a) Spanish 
for Native Speakers; b) Spanish for Bilingual Speakers; or Spanish for Heritage Speakers. Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

17.   Why are you learning Spanish at the university level? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX E 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

 

FILL-IN-THE BLANK 
 

Instructions: Complete the following paragraphs with the correct form of the words in 

parentheses. When two possibilities are given in parentheses, select the correct word. 

 
(Time: 10 minutes) 

 

El hijo desobediente 

 

Madre: ¡Por fin (tú/usted: llegar)1 _______________! ¿Dónde estabas? 

 

Hijo: Fui a casa de Martín. Estábamos jugando póquer.  (yo: tener)2  ________________ 

mucho sueño. Quiero (dormir)3 _________________ un rato. 

 

Madre: (tú/usted: esperar)4 ¡__________________! Antes de que (tú/usted: dormir)5  

__________________, necesito que (tú/usted: hacer)6 ___________________ varias cosas. 

 

Hijo: ¿Qué (tú/usted: querer)7__________________ que (yo: hacer)8______________________. 

 

Madre: Lo mismo que te dije que (tú/usted: hacer)9 __________________ el viernes pasado.   

Yo te pedí que (tú/usted: sacar)10_____________________ la basura. 

 

Hijo: Sí, también me (tú/usted: pedir)11_________________ que (yo: lavar)12 

_________________ los platos sucios después de cenar. 

 

Madre: Si (tú/usted: sacar)13 ____________________ la basura y (tú/usted: lavar)14 

_________________ los platos hoy, no será necesario que lo (tú/usted: volver)15 

_________________________  a hacer la semana próxima.  

 

Hijo: ¡Ay! Está bien.  Haré un sacrificio esta semana.  Si (nosotros: ser)16 _________________  

 

millonarios, (nosotros: tener)17 no_________________ que hacer todas esas tareas domésticas.   

 

Madre: Pero hijo, no es mucho el trabajo que te estoy pidiendo que (tú/usted:   hacer)18  

______________________________. Aunque (yo: ser)19__________________ millonaria, (yo:  

lavar)20  _____________________ los platos y (yo: sacar)21 ____________________ la basura.  

¡No (tú: ser)22 __________________ tan perezoso! 
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APPENDIX F 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

 

DIALOGUE  

 

(Diálogo) 

 

Situation: You have a job interview with the Chair of a South American University 

who only speaks Spanish.  You are being interviewed for a position as an English 

instructor. You would really like to get this job. Write a dialogue between you and 

your potential interviewer. Explain to your interviewer what your professional plans 

are and what contributions you think you can make to the Language Department.  

 

Instructions: Write a dialogue containing 20 sentences (10 per each character). 
(Time: 15 minutes) 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX G 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

Cartoon Narrative 1: “El sueño de María” Time: 10 minutes 

 

Instructions:  

 

1. María is single but dreams to be married some day. The following six cartoon scenes show 

how she wishes her wedding day to be like. Please take 1 minute to understand the story of 

the cartoon. 

2. Describe what you see in each scene of the cartoon using two sentences per scene. 

3. Please start your narration with the following words: “…”  
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APPENDIX H 

Nombre: __________________________ 

 

PARAGRAPH 1 

 

Instructions: Answer the following questions in one paragraph of ten sentences.  

¿Por qué estudias español?/¿Qué te motivó a estudiar español en la universidad?: Time: 

10 minutes 
 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX I 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

PARAGRAPH 2 

 

Instructions: Answer the following question in one paragraph of ten sentences.   

¿Qué hiciste el fin de semana pasado? Please start your paragraph by saying “El fin 

de semana pasado yo…”  (Time: 10 minutes) 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX J 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

PARAGRAPH 3 

 

Instructions: Answer the following question in one paragraph of ten sentences.  

¿Qué planes tienes para el receso de primavera? Please start your paragraph by 

saying “Para el receso de primavera, espero que mi familia y yo…: (Time: 10 minutes) 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX K 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

PARAGRAPH 3 

 

Instructions: Answer the following questions in one paragraph of ten sentences.  

¿Qué planes tienes con tu familia para el día de acción de gracias? Please start your 

paragraph by saying “Para el día de acción de gracias, espero que mi familia y yo…: 

(Time: 10 minutes) 
 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX L 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

PARAGRAPH 4 

 

Instructions: Answer the following question in a paragraph of ten sentences. ¿Qué 

harías si fueras presidente de los Estados Unidos? Please start your paragraph by saying 

“Si yo fuera presidente de los Estados Unidos, …”: (Time: 10 minutes) 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX M 

Nombre:____________________________ 

 

 

Pre-Test Cartoon Narrative 2: “La boda de María” (Time: 10 minutes) 

Instructions:  

 

1. María and Juan got married last month. The following six cartoon scenes show what their 

wedding was like. Please take 1 minute to understand the story of the cartoon. 

2. Describe what you see in each scene of the cartoon using two sentences per scene. 

3. Please start your narration with the following words: “La boda de María y Juan 

estuvo/fue…”  

 

 

 
 

 


